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The U. S« Defense budget is analyzed to dttorftilM its role in
economic cons iterations of dittrMMBOAt* The author a- that rout
livi provided by toe defense oudget should not be con;
military in disarmament eel iterations, but comprise what h.
•'social overheac," which woulu be required of the economy armed or 4
food, clothing, housing, and oth^r services categorized as
leal, Welfare, C*vic, and Technical iervicej. The costs of these are-
totaled, and compared to similar services on the civilian
,
to determine how much strictly military expense is compensa
for by savin s on social overhead in the Defense Department. Da
tabulate indicates that only half Um .—largely the cost}
of ailitary hardware—would be obviated by disarmament} the r< r is
lal overhead, largely in the form of services.
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In an era in whicn utter obliteration na3 become a real, if
irrational alternative in the affairs of nations, international rela-
tions necessarily revolves around the constant awareness of nuclear
danger. Increasing international preoccupation with the search for
security in the nuclear age has lent new ur is to the
ol<. ait, 01 disarmament. Superficially simple, disarmament in
practi M extraordinarily complex problem at both the national aru
international level. Approaches range from a Better-hee- rhan-De.
iunati ; fringe to the plodding, frustrating seemingly endless, but at
least statesmanlike deliberations at Geneva. In the open societies oj
Ur West, all interested parties ray be heard. All stake is national
security— indeed, survival. Little wonder that every conceivable raai-
fication is exhaustively analyzed, deliberated, and argued.
Mot the least of many complications inherent in the contro* of
armaments are economic considerations. One reputable writer states It
thus i
We are already alarmed dy tne problem of doing witnout the ten
per cent or so of our national proauction that we now pour down
drain of military preparedness, rfuc thi3 expenditure car
as our nonproductive contribution to the exigencies of
the external world an the maintenance ox an international oraer,
such as it is, without which we coula not survive, tfo now jump
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organization into the maintenance of international order without
expectation of financial return, Economically, thi a dead
loss.*
This is an opinion shared to varying decrees by many others. It is a
lament of the concerned, the sincere, but the misinformed.
I . SIGNIFICANCE OF TH£ DEFENSE BUDQ
National security is expensive. The Department of Defense ac-
counts jre than half of all the United states spends. Americans
have grown accustomed to discussing defense in terms of billions of
dollars, budget figures beyond personal comprehension. Concern ha.;
voiceo lest the United States spend itself into bankruptcy in th.
It is announced that fifty-two billion dollars is to
obligai. national defense in 1963, it is easy to assume that, how-
ver necessary that staggering sum may be, it is a slice of ' lonal
onomy wasecdihithe production, procurement, and employment
devices whose sold practical utility can be realized only in warfare,
the very activity which the purchase of such goods and services is
resigned to prevent. Others have suggested that the United States can-
not afford to disarm, that the economy is (or soon will be) irrevoc
committed to military expenditures. Yet no detailed analysis of the
ense budget is available to indicate accurately its contribution to
the economic implications of disarmament. In 3 for and against
dlUftrmaraent proposals, and in discussion of possible implementation of
^Walter Millis, A World Without War (New York: Washington Square
Press, Inc. 3 1961)., p« *96T~
I»»Wj
*
sche&tes, econo*i<e eons icerations are too oiu,
dismissed with broe inaccurate generalisations* v'-iiu nj^y one
hears t,hat ten per cent of the gross national product ol t** eni te4fc r
is uevoted to military expenditures, hence is • lost to *
V or is "wasted," or $goes oown the drain." 2
II. SCOPi: AND PUftPOSfc OF Tlh JTVtfi
This is an analysis of the budget of the U. . ent of
Defense, unctsrtahsn in an attempt to determine one aspect of I
on the national econoay, . nelp to ueteraine the pr
econofc. -rations in the pro±ji...u. of uisar*.ia*ent. dl
price can be attached to peac<i -tiq, nor to nations, /. It is
possible, However, to illy n*>
national security froa those expenditures which serve a useful purpase
in spite of their ailitary origin— in other words, to Ine what is
"wasted,' and what the eeonouy woulo ha j in any event, ai>
or disaraied—by analysing how defense iuacs art . for exaople,
the co it of jet fuel expended by a fighter pilot on a practice enemy
intercept is a liiitary expense, but tiie cost o_ nis lunch is not, even
thouuh both are charged to toe Department of Defense, A nu*uer i
2For typical expressions oi* this son t4 i/ ligation, see
Harrison Brown and Jsj U, "Co&iaunity of r Ulis,
"A World without yar, ! a world w ithout war (&aw ¥or*« washinyton
iquare Press, Inc., i. ~e3, al ts-
cussion of difi m oi opinion on tte «cono»i .1
changes in military aannitut Hunt in;






Ia social services are province lor the United StatiM by the Depart-
ment of Defease in the process of maintaining military power, at home
and abroad, which have little to do with peace or war. Quite often, a
It ion oi service to the nation results in a considerable saving on
benefits.
Assumptions ana Definitions
For purposes of eei'inini_ tn& aistinction between social and
Military services purchased by the defense budyet, it is convenient to
assuroe hypothec, ically the positive assurance of persaanent peace thirot
out the wori-:', and consequent total disarmament. All Department of
Defense obligations which wo; obviated can then be defi.
as the cost of military power. All obligations presently fulfilled by
the Department of Defense which wo atinue co be required un
conditions of total disarmament can be defined as social overb. ^ , In
general, by this definition the cost of military power consists of the
price of operational weapons systems, and the cost of social ovarhai
results from normal living exp.
Limi tat ions on t ape of .thej&nalvs i_s
An analysis comprehensive enough to extract all the econoaic
implications of the military activities of the United states is a for-
mic task— in perhaps an impossible one. The influence of the
U. S. defense establishment is so subtly and inextricably interwoven
into the faoric of the U. i. « NK y specifif





bproduct which can be clearly identified as Military* the budget ox tne
Department of Defense.
In adc it ion, it is recognised that the total disanaawent and
positive assurance of permanent peace posed hypothetical ly for purposes
of definition above would result in additional economic proMMM^MMrthy
of serious consideration, but beyon the scope of this analysis. No
effort is ..MOf.« here to reconcile the probleas associated with having to
absorb the eapioyees of the defense establishment into the civilian
mftmpmy. Neither is any consideration given to the associated complica-
tions of having to shift all or part of present Department of Defense
expenditures from the public to the private sector of the econoiay.
III. J £SIPT1GK OF THii HUH
The financial obligations of the United tates an i by a
number of different criteria. Analyse are prepared by agency, by
function, by receipts an expenditures, hy investments and operations,
by pragr— MM) financing, ana by other special criteria.-' None of
these analyses provides a breaKdovsn in ter<us of military power and social
overhead as defined for purposes of the present analysis, except to
extent that the Federal Program by Agency isolates the expenses of the
Department of Defense.
hi, 5* Bureau of the Budget, The Budget of the Unite i ->ta;
;nt
, 1963 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1S: >r
iciaTlnaiyses" see Part 6, pp. 269-361. The official bu of the
United ;tates Government 1 msists of three voluwesi the >ne cited
above, The jjucget 01 the UnjL avcrnifeent, 196>-Appendix , and
'OH BudgeE of the United






Within the Department of Defense, the Federal Program by Function
lends itself most reaiily to analysis by military and social obligations.
;-,vt» this breakdown, however, is complicates t / two «., liferent set oi
functional categories: one the list of conventional functions y I
the Department o. nse budget is customarily prepared, anu the other
a new set of functions expresse- in terms of military missions ufeich
been introduced by the current ackuiru . oration, anc is generally associ-
ated with Assistant -eeretary of Defease (Co*iptrollei ; diaries J* iiitoh.
















,trate .aliatory $ J
Continental Air Liefens* 2,1
General Purpose
iealift and Airlift





The new functional categories by military mission were devisee in an
attempt not only to improve Defense apartment management and budge tir
but also to present Defense appropriations to the Conuress uore meaning*
fully in terms of the etsmtdities the appropriations are intenued to buy.
Columbia , in ion, the Bureau of the jt has prepared a pamphlet




^Budget of the U. i. Govemaent
, 1963, p. 103.
^id., p. i>6. Total toes not wqual total for conventional





7The new categories have; been used extensively in the discussion and
justification of the Defense budget before the Appropriation?; Committee*
of the ..ongressj but although they have elicited considerable s-
nonal enthusiasm, it is required by law that the budget be prepared in
accordance with the conventional categories. For this reason, the con-
ventional functions have been used as the basis of the present analysis,
interpolating where convenient froa inforriation presented to the Con-
gress in ter«3 of the new functional categories.
y terrain-,- ationaie3 ea.pl
different branches of the armec iorces in presenting their individual
portions of the Department of Defense budget vary. Items funded sepa-
rately by one service aiay oe included as a subdivision of a major
category by the third. On some appropriations, the Marine Corps Jpeahs
for itself; in others it is represented as part of the Navy,
tion, each service has a nuuaber of projects vihich cut acros? orical
lines to find funds under several headings. For example, a research
project may fmt its buildings from Military Construction, its equipment
out of Procurement* pay its uniformed employees out of ilitary Person-
am funds and its civilian employees out of Operation and Kaintenan
fund.,, and fund its contracts under the Research, Development , Test,
evaluation appropriation. As a result, any functional analysis is
entirely uniform by branch of servic
Budget fcrBiinoio-jy
The Fedorai 3uoget is compiled under two parallel headingsi
Obligation*! Authority" (NOA) and 'expenditures" (Exp.), which over the
. :.
:11c
iong ran are roughly equivalent, suns, itew uL ->nal Authority is
Congressional authorization to incur obligations for the payment of
money. aires are the actual pay The Bureau
pfcKpbf-t- ^ -^aget in Dri^f describes ; -ures, ant
budget terwiiiologyt
• » • • Appropriations are the most coutuon form of nev obligational
owthorityj they aathoi iat wow agojtois only t. -r goo*.
services but also to craw funds froxu the Treasury and raake expen
tures to pay for the goods an- services when del. .6
pamphlet explains the relationship fcetwoon Hon Obligation;
expenditures as follows*
Kot all of too ovulational authority ena ... year
is spent in the same year. Appropriations to pay salaries or
pensions ore usually spent almost ely in the year i
they are ena On tne other hand, the bulk of appropriations
to buy gui itract an ;
be spent or ooro years after enactment because of t
time required to prepare assigns, arrange contracts,
production or construct! un, and finally pay the oiiis.
Therefore , when the Congress changes the new obligational
authoricy requested by t. -at ior a s
not necessarily change the bu ores of that year by
the amount of the increase or o^rea* *ay
spread its total effect on expenaitures over a period of several
years.'
since Nev ational Authority is expressed in comparatively roui
numbers, is the category considered in 'QQjQtfJ 1 ~ni 1 hearii:.. Appro-
priations requests, ana in the long run ooes r...
bxpenai tures, New ubli gat tonal Authority is ata citeu
tical analysis in this stuJy.
°fhe Budget to Brief, op. £it., p. $3 t (Italics in ori :
7jbid., p. i?'L.
jdT
IV. 1bYRJH& OF T*E ANALYSIS
The Department of Defense budget as formally presented to Con-
has been analysed in detail to isolate social commitments. ^ch
of the id the several Qefe.ise agencies, in presents
their annua rams for appropriations, describe and justify thel
planned expenditures to cognizant subcommittees of the Appropriations
Committees in varyin ail, in both formal prep
aants which include tabular data, and in less foruai questioning M
icossion with committee members in elaboration of prepared stateaen;
i-iany of I Mi thus isolated, described, and dis in the bucL>.
can be clearly identified a3 purely military in nature, such as weapc
and affiiounition.. Others are clearly social obligations, such as foi
an >cnaea. It van be demonstract u almost Invariably that no
single item in the ., howev-r warlike or peaceful it may pppear,
is absolute. tary, or non-military. Guns, for example, are used in
•ports, hunting, aad police workj certain types of field rations and
medical devices are peculiar to military purposes. The list of unlikely
S'The L is submitted by the President is invariably ac
ijy the Congress in the appropriation process, so that IJDA requested aad
SIOA finally authorised arc seldom exactly the 3B ajor discrepanc'
in the 1963 budget of this nature resulted from oiifewnees of opinion
between the legislatln and executive branches over the controversial
i'j (or program, and tha National Guard and Reserve program} see
John .'. Passes Defense Budget of $Ub.$ Billion,' The
Mashington , June ih, 1V62. GoJUJamith notes, howe/er, that '. . ,"
tt» 3ai*-- ill would finance * pro.; an i ay aasjss atuiati datlara u
.an the: President's request," ao that basing the analysis on the







applications of ruiltary uevlces Is both long and interesting* tanks
have been used to fight forest fires, lavy patrol planes have bombed
Icebergs threatening ooouercial sea lanes, the Air Force has dropped
bales of hay to bllazar -bound cattle—rescue, disaster relief,
errands of mercy are coamonploce . In determining social and ailltary
value for cost tabulations, however, it is necessary to consider only
the most common conception of each budget Item's role.
Where applicable, the costs of various types of social overhead
in the defense .stablisbiaent have be*, costs £f similar
ods or services on ehe civilian Market,! the ratio of civilian cost
military cost than yields a civilian cost factor by which military cost:
ma-. Mttpliad to determine comparable civilian co;ts.' Indicat-
ing the relative cost of ailitary items in the civilian economy, the
civilian cost fatttt is an approximation of the relative cost of social
overhead under conditions of disarmament.
A separate chapter is levoted to each functional category within
the main Defease budget, and additional separate appropriation 3 for the
Defence Department arv c. ed together in Chapter VI. Social yn-
tributions c victual item costs witnln each social
activity are totaled in a tabular juif&ary, citing the source for each
Itemj the civilian cost factor, where applicable is then applied. ach
9whea the civilian cost factor is <jr«.ater than one, clviliat
is greater than ailitary cost: when less than one, the Bilitaq . is
greater. For example, an Item which the defense establishment provides
for $2 anu which t ilian j v provides for £5 has a civilian






is concluded with r* tabular summary of all social costs acso-
ted vith that functional category. Finally, in Chapter VLL all
Department of Defense contrioutlor overhead bjh summarized by
functional ategory and deducted from the total budget, rhe final re-
sult is the effective c©4C to the Ur. cates of maintaining military
power, and an indication of the economic adjustment vith respect to the
Department of Defense which would be required by disarmament.
V. SOURCES OF STATISTICAL DATA
The Department of Defena ct and request for appropriations
is areaeated for Congressional consideration and justified by the serv-
ices la before several subcaseittees of both Houses concerned
with military affairs. The initial request by the Department of Defense
is for an authorizatior bill, which grants permission for the Department
to pursue its program. This is followed by hearings on th> tat for
an appropriations Bill, which provides funcs to pay for the activities
authorize j by the authorization bill, Senior officials, civl
_i-
tary, of the E«partment of Defense anu the individual araed for.
appear bei ; ongrcssional •UfeOMaitAeej to jus ^th
authorization and appropriation requests. A verbatim recoru of the
hearings is published for the use of the ess, and is available to
the general public after any classified military information has been
deleted.
Most of the data required for the pr*3ent analysis is availa
in the hear in s on Department of Defense appropriations heiu bef
-fc-
,:;i
". t i Ml ' ....'•.•
12
subcommittees of the House and Senate Appropriations Coaaittees, rtost
o! the for&al testimony is liupiicated, consist in of prepared statements
and justification tables presentee first to the House and then to the
tate, and inciudad in the re eacl . Questions and answers on
various aspects of the testiisony are recordc vvrdatia as they occur in
the hearings, and p spontaneous information which varies betv.
House ^arinys. In audition, the >enate hearings inclu
! re c lama 5 testimony, requests for restoration of funds deleted froxa the







A 4i. appropriation em. 1 aj.itary Personnel'- is
taK3«tcu Joy ^ar&nt^ni. oi ^.I'tnsc in fiscal > r the ~o*«-
sensation of crw uniformed men ana tfoaea oi the aru*: an
avorap atjreagta of a,6c. ,>^ acitvi W$pwt ^^ W »©<# i-cj-iVcj. Tn*
appropriation request , as preset .-cn^resa. is uiviv*
service, ana witnin irvi^i sjsdsjefcd is divided uy activ-, serve,
and national ,uarj p*rsoiinei, an sub ithin these divisions by
officer, officer canuidau;, ana enlisted personnel t«quirv.ai«afcs.
The appropriation request includes thrt.
Pay, Allowances, and Hetired fay* ^ubeun«d und«r Mm :ategory of Pay
are basic salaries* am] ascdFmy} ano additional incentives such as
Proficiency Pay for certain ke> enlisted personnel! Hazardous ^uty pay
for flying, parachuting, subaarine outy, ana certain other dangerous
specialties! end er I reaunera ion called peeial pay for do
and dentists- vers. The Allowances category includes iuncs
for subsistence, quarters, clothing, travel anu transportation, and a
nmaber of aiscellaneous expenses, Retired Pay is in a class by iu
.onu-in^ oi ski jaajaflfta awards, to ailitary aemmasyjfcj iw xuu^i as








fh« salaries of persons engaged in military activities are part
of >t of military power. Compensation for the time, an«rgy, risk,
and expertise involved in the plannin Ion of operations anc
maintenance of warships, tanks, aircraft, and other weapons systems is
an economic waste without the need to be prepared for war. Disarmament
woul i r^lievfc the United states of the need for these services, and
consequently the Head to pay for then.
A surprisingly large number of uniformed personnel, however, are
not engaged in uniquely military activities, but must be employed by the
anted forces to provide for ordinary social overhead, irrespective of
any need for military preparedness. Ml exauplfe, nearly 55 ,- icers
and more than 100,000 enlisted personnel are t ployed by the Department
of Defease just to provide ara to ^embers of tre anted forces
and their dependents. Disarmament micht shift the responsibility for
proviuin such services elsewhere, but woul obviate their cjst to
the y. I. economy. Indeed* the cost of these social services on the
civilian market might well be increased appreciably.
ial services perforated by the arawa forces nay be suauarised
In four gen*. egoriest laaifl vic«s, Weiiare services, Civic
. and Technicai Services, plus a miscellaneous category,
are responsibilities pre3ently fulfil « Department
which wouAi be requirea of the U. moay in one form or another,
armed or disarmed!


























Miscellaneous category includes Trainee ^ents, Patients,
Prisoner activities bul
specifically designated by the various service sy:
In addition, one activity of primary Civic value but worthy of
ration is the Anqy National Guard.
KcGowan, Chief of the National Go. treau of the Depart.
Amy, in Ms testimony for the House Appropriations subcommittee stated
chc priuiary mission of the Ar^ National Guard as fellows*
-rovi , units orcai equipped, and trained to fu
efficiently at existing strenyui in the protection of life and
property, and the preservation of pee lie sa
under competent orciers of Federa] .i
1\}» >. v. ;, House oi rtep.
nation*, Jepartaeat of . .impropriations fox i/^ , tkarir
>ee, 67th Congress, 2. "In six volu j








It seems apparent that even in thi event of disarmament—ouite often
referred to as "disarmament to polic^ level*;' —that a force compa-
rable to the* Army National C-uaru (though perhaps not quite as larpe),
and the associated expense, would be required in the public interest*
This docs not appear to be the case with the Air Notional Guard, the
fllas ion of which is aore strictly military in nature.
order to determine the number of rt uiar armed forces person-
nel concerned with ordinary social overhead in terms of radical, We
Civia, aiii Technical ;ervic*i ? the current classification structure of
each of the armed forces has been analyzed in entail. 2 All four of the
tarn services—Ariuy, ?..»vy, Ravtm Oarpa, and air Force—-olaaetiy btflM
officers p.nd enlisted personnel ijy occupational specialty. The Mr
ce, for example, classifies its officers in thirteen career are??
which are divided into forty- seven specialties, which are further su
divided into one hundred eichty-five separate sub-specialties, n
all the way from "1025j Pilot, Helicopter" to "9936$ Veterinary
Officer, Technologist.'1 ;im41arly, Air Force enlisted personnel are
Approprlatioas HgarlnQs^Pay t 61 "Appropriation Language} Army
rve Components; ,cal and BiOi Warfare Programs,
Testimony of numbers of Congress, Organisations and Interested Indivi-
duals," p. Ii7.
^IC is recognized that the numbers of personnel presently
t) various social categories, and the overall fore is oi the
services, at jradualiy reduced by several hundred thousar to
ac.:. el requirements laia out in the FY 1 ienst
budget. "While the ,he anc
.
are accurate only as of April, 1962, the p ages com- id not
change appreciably and are considered sufficiently accurate for the





categorised try forty- five career .fields and two hundrt-j nineteen
specialties, ranging from '* Firs. ;ant» to m9&)1<jj Dental
Helper. 1 Thy I arine Corps eaploys a similar classification arrangement
,
categorizing its officers by one hundred nine specialties, and its i
list mel by two hunared 3ixty-five, in forty-one occupational
lipids. The Amy and Tlavy both assign class ii'lcat ions similar to those
used Jay Mm Air Force and uarine Corps, and, in aokiicion, organise namy
of their specialists into corps. The Aray Quartemaster Corps, for
example, corresponds to the Tiavy Supply Corps, the Army Corps of Hbgi-
ssrs to the Kavy Civil Lnoineer Corps, and so forth.
Analysis of the armed services by occupational specialty is not
local for purposes of isolating personnel engaged in social sarv
since personnel are not always employee strictly according to classifi-
cation. For example, a Navy boiler tender aitjnt be assigned temporary
police duty with the shore Patrolj an Air Force mechanic al jht serve
temporarily as a messman; an Army iiuantrymon night act as a Chaplain 1 s
assistant; and so forth. But in jenerai, assigned occupational spe-
cialtf e the best indication available of nilitary personnel
employment, and yield a rec ative percentage of officer and en-
listed personnel required by social overheat. The detailed analysis is
contained in Appendix 8, inclsjdlng sources of statistical information.
1 throunh of Appendix b show the numbers of personnel, bo*
•*To iiftustrate the extensive range of skills and specialt:
reajilred by the armed forces, the Air Force classification structures









officer and snlisted, of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force,
respectively, specialising In various activiti jy social
overhead. Table I included here ia the overall summary of the statis-
tics tabulated in Appendix S. Taj ws a total o than
115,000 of the armed forces' 327,WO officers, and acre than I
o£ their 2,5 • enlistee personnel, engaged in sochi
percentage for officers c. per cent, and lor enlisted personnel of
U3.5 per cent.
a reason- is comparable civilian cost of the
social services performed annually by the armed forces can
from aata on average earnings published by the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics of the Department of Labor, bulletin No. Ijlw "National mi
Professional, Administrative, Technical, SBd Clerical Pay, Winter
1960-61' tabulates the most current nationwide data on average annu
sernlngs of selected professions in private industry, which coi
oaasely with the profession^ ,us of arstea forces fne
annual salary for accountants ar Itors, for example, averages out to
$8,876; for chemists, $ll»083j for engineers, $11,6. attorneys,
$l? f375) forpei ion . i directors, $9,u60| ana lor oflicc unegers,
,** The overall annual average professional, salary can L
put- lata at appro..
I
), for jobs compared .
those p^ r_ citary officers.
Department of L* ..uroau of Labor Statistic .ionai
Survey of Professional, A :rative, Technical, a&d Clerical Pay,
Winter 1960-61," Bulletin No. 1310, (Washington: Government Printing







Specialist; in hedical ^ervi ~e« :>,l^
1
r67
3ptcialj.sts in Welfare Services 11,166
Specialists in Civic Service 56,&'36 i»a,58l
ialists in Technical Services 12,517
miscellaneous specialists 191+1
Total Bmkx \>cial Specialise 111 1,072,
Total Personnel in the Araed Fore* 327,001 2,u-65,226
Per Cent Rngaired Oy oociai 3$.U* U -
#Detaiit: analyses of each of the araed services by occupational
specialty classifications arc container in Appen including




Average compensation tor thos^ civilian occupations which cor-
respond to enlisteu service in the anted forces is tabulated by the
Bureau of La /?.tistics in different forms in several different docu-
ments, rrent anc convenient suraoary Is contained in "Swployment and
darnings, Vol. 8, Wo. 10" for April of 1962$ table Co of this booklet
tabulates the gross averar*: weekly earnings for production wo ^n
aining and manufacturing, construction workers in contract construction,
and non-su-jervisory workers in wholesale anrl retail trade. Overall
weekly earnings for these 25,000,000 workers throughout the Unit
;tates av >ut at $98.10, an annual compensation of about $£,
Average annual officer and enlisted salaries for the amed forces
can be by ivlding the total pay and allowances buageted by the
four aruwd services by the total nu&ber of officers anc enlisted person-
nel bu for. These two co&putations result in an avi HtlisU
,ry of about $3, .73) end an average officer salary of
about
. The ratio of avs iviiian salary to
. A Bureau of Labor statistics "iumraary R .,
lift. 1 of 3 (31 Areas)* dated warch of 1962 and entitled "Occupational
earnings in ..ajar Labor Markets, 196 tabulates average earnin^
in detail for selected occupations In six bro£. i-stry divisions by
geographic area of the U. >, "Office Clerical" earnings average out to
about $h,l60 annually, and "Maintenance and Powerplant" and "Custodial
terlal Movement" earnings average about $1,02?. . hile th<
.
somewhat below the average assumed, the wage scales for union bul
trades announce: in a Department of Labor Hews Re dated 27
1962 (USDL«5l?l) average $3.87 per hour, about *»7,7lO annually, con-
siderably abc average assumed, indicating that i a
')le overall estimate.
wTh,i£ statistics arc tabulated in House Appropriations Hearings,
°art lj "Military Personnel," passim , in the budget presentation
by each of the amed services to Congress.
2 *!>WK|PWI
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average Military salary then yields civilian coat factors of 1.67 for
personnel, and i«iS for off leers, in providing social services
ior Um citizens presently in toe aruiea forces, from which can be ca*-
puted l !~w coaparab.. . ovidi. services under c Ions of
ament. Table 11 is a recapitulation of this military en spara-
ble iian compensation for in the as >rces. Tfii
percent >£ officer and enli onnel required by social over-
head, and civilian cost factors, are ap a total ailitai ,/,
re&vKing in a toe. itary cost of social services of nearly
billion, and a compare . ^ian cost of aore than $L billion.
Incentives
Incentive pay is awe „>i two general categories, Hazardous
Duty Pay and Special Pay. Tfew U _ uty is to 1anger
popular with the armed forces j Um fc**B currently pa .ribe
the compensation Warded for tne extra risk involved in certain duties
is sisaply Incentive Pay. Hazardous duties for which such pay is awar ed
Includes Flying, parachuting, Submarine Duty, axploslv :posal, Qbj
©f Lepers, and Duty as thsMfl , in Iher.
-ess. Low Presju
Chamber, ana Acceleration leratton ^xperi«i*ntation* Of these,
parachuting, submarine iy
the result of siiitary regalrensnts whicn v e obviated ay dis-
armament. Leprosy cuty, and acting as human c^pt. ai subjects in
medical research, on the other hand, are activities which would continue
to be desirable,-





















Ooaparafcie Civil Cost 6it3,900,OOJ
(ro
Total Military Bas_ Pay f









*Pzov numbers cited locate statistical data in Ifou3e Appr
^JE tarings , Part 1.
~**-—
*Base Pay listed for Enlisted personnel include;-: Proficiency Pay,
i , , :
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Flying is the major category in which incentive pay it awaroe
and the one for which common social value is lettl easily isolate.-. It
appears likely that most military flyinc woule be obviated by disarma-
ment, inc rs, tankers, fighters, interceptors, and tac
airlift and reconnaissance. But it also seems likely that 8 number of
aerial tasks presently performed by the armed forces wou.M continue to
be needed i search and rescue, aerial photography and mapping, hurricane
and weather reconnaissa; c« , transportation of the President and other
government officials, administrative flying, and part of the mission of
the hilitary Air Transport ^stem (MATS), which is the government air-
line comprised of both Air Force and Mavy aircraft and personnel,
handling both passengers end freight. Perhaps the least obvious 3ocial
contribution of military flying is the training and experience it pro-
vides for the many aviators who leave the services to become airline
pilots, 2cr commercial pilots in other branches of civil aviation.
A reasonable estimate of the percentage of military personnel
flying as a result of 30c ial overhead can be assumed from the figur
supplied by the individual armed services t. -ess shoving the per-
centages of their personnel engaged In military operations, as oppo-
to those involved in non- operational activity
atistics cited here for the Amy, Wavy, and Marine Corps
appear in House Appropriations Hearings , Part 1, pages nnc
22i4 respectively. The Air Force figure* wer& provide by Hr« James H.





















rational j2*a% .8$ •
These data suggest that approximately one- third of the flying pr ly
perf: by military personnel would still be required even should the
Uiii isariu., that this percent:
incentive pay for flying, or its civilian equivalent, would still be
require economy* The current issue of tie Federal Aviation
Age: uatistical Hancbooli lists the averact annual salary.
civilian pi lata an for duties corr. to
ltd by aviation officers in the armed forces. The aver*
for "other flight p I," who perform du to
the itary enlistea aviation jrewiuen, is I ,969.
t
Subtracting from these figures the average annual salaries of $1
and $5 otaputcd from Bureau of Labor StaiJ eata for the two
level* of civilian worters corresponding to *Kitary officers and en-
listed suen, resoectively, yielus a su ^arable to incentive pay for
flying: for piiot3 of about S annually, and for crew-members of
about $9*000 annually. Air Fo re the Appropriate
gress on appropriations requests for Military
i Aviation Agency, atist* of
Aviation




Personx. . ulates annual rates of flying pay for both officers and
,
approximately 12,100 and ; oivUy. i,J :
ratios oi these tvo figures to those eo<!ipute<- for civilian aviation
civilian cost factors for flyinc; o: for officers an . for
c;nii -m, Non- operational flyi: rcentages and these civilian
irs applied to total military incentive pcy for flyin] in
III, yielding a co^paraoie civilian cost jor aviation social
servicer pcrforut H wiiitary of nearly half a bill!
Midit ions of it.
The othe i Incentive Pay is awe.. Is called
Special Pay, for al specialist;, curiously, ivino
and saiva-..,, word is nc with the ottar ous duties oy the
services, but does quaiiiy for excra incentive compensation in
terms o, ial Pay. Doctors, dentists, am. veterinarians al3c qualify
for on a graduat -ors and dentists with less
than two years service, anu ail veterinarians, receive an extra (J
.uonth. This pecial Pay is inc- in steps for doctor", and dentists
up to a waxi.ium of $2j>0 per month for those wit a over ten years s.
It seams apparent Ml I vars and medical t1-
ists is virtually unrelatt - to uiiitary preparedness, ano would consti-
tute an expense to the U. >, economy disarmed or no^. All military
ntribu'. I . a social overhead is sumTiariscd In
III, at a total of Itfi6l,103,120.
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ii. Auowacts
lowances paid to military personnel result almost entln
frm tt I, allowed
tly comprising &ac eraed forces In any event, i
have little to do with x,
the
sanaaaentj loo
, nous in^, clothi;
nuaber of miscellaneous iteas.
Foe
The costs of feeding oiiiitary personnel ere Ui q*.
fense Department in two asic Aiiowar
the other an alternative termed ;,uasi
The Basic Aiiowanc sfstence is na* ~. r
xjr *»w uxi military
3 who
.heir own aeala, This in alio
, who
aust pay for their seals whether the} itary
i or in
private quartsrti it also tnclu who teVe
dependents, ana who, uently, subsist in the private hoaes aain-
tained for their i Lies rather than in ail I tar) i 3r at
ships. Ta ranee aoounts t for :j. s and t0
Ii intended to pro\
only for the lor a^ cl td3
n*nce pro<
winel who
not receive the Basic Allowance fo
in Kta
.
An associate i s the J-aint*>nanct o. issary stores,
'i
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military supermarkets wh ice families can buy food at a saving as
a fringe benefit. Ordinarily military commissaries art self-supportir
but in certain areas where comparable civilian facilities are not aval
able, require appropriated funds. Table IV summarizes the total cost to
the Defense Department of feeding military personnel; the bill comes to
more than a billion uoliars, with slightly wor*. than half beim4 paio out
in the 3asic Allowance for >ubsistence, somewhat less than half devol
listener in Kind, with just a fraction to idaintain commissary
stores.
Housinc;
The cost of housing uiiitary personnel ana their depenu^nts is
fanUed in a fashion similar to provi ibslstenc*,. A Basic Allow-
ance for Quarters Oftore camionl^ rred to as "BAQ") is paid on a
scale ,ed by ram? to &ii military personnel who must fina their
own quarters in local civilian cowuunities. ilitary personnel for whom
housi: vx-ovided in c. t I arracks anc public quart- attvt no
BAQj thi is forfeite \ applie I instead to defraying tht
of maintainin xi~lic quarters.
The cost to the Depart^nt of De: .ndent housing and
xic quarters has been a subject of strict annual scrutiny by -
Congress. assistant secretary of Defease (fsnptwlliw). C
Hitch, xin his testimony before the House Appropriations Jubcoiuiuittec on
Defenst Appropriations, carefully tabulated and justil'i the Son-
ss all costs for military dependent housing, including BAQ, e pro-
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Air wat-i vrt.taro £,7>&y1MM> <yo
Total AHimBMiii Judgetea for 3ubsisUn
Utary Personnel $l,loii,>/k,900
' '> I '
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'.rings , Part 1.




f! I not specifically at«
•; /
...•-.
also the :osts of bull ing, financing, and oaintaininy Wherry, Capehart,
and other military housing, as well as Aortgat,^ insurance premiums paiu
by the services in behalf of their aeubers. Mot all of these expenses
are budgeted in the Military Personnel appropriation; sooe of the buil
ing costs, as veil as the costs of building uiiitary barracks and
officers* quarters, are funded uraer the military Jon? cruetion aopro-
priation. However, in view of the convenient tabulation raade by
Secretary Hitch, ail dependent housinu costs are considered tags* her in
Table -its for barracks, and for living Quarters aiioat, will De
considered elsewhere, fable V is a summary of all toe obligations . uo
gsteci by the Uepartaent of Defense for dependent nous ing as iin—msl by
. and stiows a total Defense aupartiaeat contribution to social
overhead of nearly two Lillian Jolls
TABU V
OBLIGATIONS BUaWMD 90ft IMWMPTlg JMCMG FOR HILIfAHY Pimm.
Basic Allowance for Quart $l,3c'




Capehart Housing Payments 11
Surplus Cosi Credit Housil
Rental Guarantee Payments
Houses Leased as Public Quarte-
rage Insurance Preaiuas
.
^*ttie .ppiopriations j^rin^ i retary of Oafcm
Chairman, Joint Chi -iff; izrvU., Uiefs of Staff
j
Overall Financial Jtatewent; a tabulated here are de rived fro* Tables
3 and h o tary Hitch 1 . station, pp. 266-287.
....
-uianq to—nun
MNnq» MMKlJ ic lifi Jug rxfi*i«^ 1 : s>t srf
-..
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Ail citizens, including any who way oe uteaijers of a iy
establishment, are cl is a norual and continuing function of social
overh. isaraaaeni wouiu pro*xifciy char, mroe ana type o.
lo awy wi <uir*aa«jt.
Department o. 3e presently oudgets funds to provide an iniLial
allowance for all enli .rsonnei. twin ail
nonaal wearing apparel a row underclothing to niuitiou,
lunes are provi £ purchase ox various types oi special clothing
,
such as ioul weather year, w>. ttf anu ceremonial ga?
even civilian clothing. The Anuy u*scrioea this appropriation as fol-
lows! "Provi .jt procurement of initial issue ou t,o *jnii
personnel, anc for cost of t ainQ to ulitary personnel
authorized to wear civilian clothing. Also provides for supplementary
issue.i in i-ind, clothing allowances for special ories of troops
such as ailitary police an ataents, and cost of replr
issues due to changes in body stature during the first 6 aonths of
service. Officers in ar service oust provi jwn
uniforms and cloth 1 cserv*- off leers and officii" candidates, howev.
Ukc enlisted personnel, j\ initial outfit at t ense of the
government. Furthermore, enlisted personnel * : lowance for
the maintenance and replacement of the; initial outfit of clothing, fron
an appropriation described by the Aray as followst 'Provides for a









monetary allowance in lieu of clothing in kind to enliste >nnel in
the Array after the first 6 wonths of service. This inc.? basic
allowance of $iw20 a month for enlisted personnel who have 6 to 36 months
of service, and an allowance of $5.iiQ and $6 respectively for «ale ano'
female enlisted personnel with ov< Months Also inclu:
mon allowance for civilian clothing, and for supplementary clothing
items required by enlistei women. n All four services provi
allowances for their personnel, although clothing costs are tabulal
ant J by the different servi
Purchase of Individual Clothiny, Clothir Uniform Allowance, fta-in-
tenance Allowance, Allowance in Lieu oi Clothing, and others. /I
is a tabular summary of all clothi Department
Defense, at a total cost of nearly $25C,
rravel
Nttch of the cost of tre: litary personnel, their depend-
ents, and their house hoi ,must be charged to the price
power, since the necessity for moving Is often the direct result of the
military needs of the services. Virious types an"! nuubers of qualifi
personnel are require military installations throughout
the Unite i, and at marry foreign points throughout the worldj in
addition, the services find it desirable to shift their personnel peri-
cally for morale and career purposes. The categories under which the











































families is budgeted provide an indication of how ouch PC ; travel la
comparable to civilian travel, hence would still be required in the
event ol disarmament. These categories includet
Accession fravol
Training Trs*
Operational Travel iJetween stationi
Rotational Travel To an Overseas
Separation Travel *«*«
Travel of Oryanizeu Units
Operational, Rotational, and Unit Travel, i ral, arc the most expetv
sive, consuming from $0 per cent to 90 per cent of total PCS funds within
the various services' travel budgets; these true. ories also appear
to be the sore strictly military in nature* Access h oration, and
Training Travel correspond more closely to the travel requi I a
typical civilian career. Accession Travel is that performed by military
personnel in reporting to their initial duty s- upon entering the
service; jeparation Travel is that required to return hott*: upon comr
tion of military service; and Training Travel 13 that r 1 ^ove
from schools, colleges, and training cei imilarly, most
civilians will move at leaet once in goiny to a new job or bran:
office; most will wove to a new home or community upon retirement; and
t civilians, particularly in the age group comparable to military
personnel, periodically travel te and from training ts,
end convent i oris.
en though a number oi civilian professions require periodic
moves, eeldoe are the move:; as far or as frequent as those inherent In
military service. In its most recent report on "Mobility of the Popula-
tion of the UnK ; iu of the Census tabulates In
•qii VB&i
.
Jdwxarffli MttrfJ * J»i
ail
mrw iini !< ' l ^' r ' '• ' '••) ' ,r: - - v : • ' :;v ' t- i,*H
exhaustive detail the nuraoer of Moves made annually by persons and
families in the Unite. I States, by race, age, sex, ana so forth* Table 6
of tht port for xibiisheu in January of 15*62) indicates
that far the one year perioa from Karch of I arch of i960, 1!
per cenL of American males between the agus of eighteen and sixty- four
aenred at least once; it is also notea that these figures have not changed
appreciably for the last thirteen yea. i. ..litary persons
percentage is considerably higher. Air ..my in justification
quest for PC 3 funds includes the total msaber of persons movi
frotu which can be computed a representative cntage of 61*. 3 per cent
of the armed forces asking at least one move annually. lu The ratio of
this percentage to the smaller percent a^. *vilians moving annually
yields a civilian cost factor ol j.JI. In Teble VII, this cost factor
is applied to the total cost of mill tar onent Change of Station
Travel, $799,126,000, resulting in a comparable civilian cost of
$2iV7>729,060 for travel requir isarmaaent.
interesting to note taat the compara-
.. ilian cost of military tra\
as computed in this fashion very closely a, -s the figure derived
°y *MHll0 "nc costs of accession, Separation, and Training Trav.
^^U. S. Bureau of the Census, "Lability of th^ Population of the
UnU iates, March 1959 to 1- orrent population imports , Filia-
tion Characteristics
,
,*, 113 (Wasaingtons Bureau oi .
Census", January 22, 1962), pp. id- 20, A news itea, "Mew Atlas Slat
for Household Movers," The hashing ton Post
, July I, 1962, bears out the
statement! "The household cooes carrier inoustry estimates that one of
five American families moves its /try year. • . 1
Ik
















































Comparable Civilian Cost f»? J729,OO0
*House Appropriations Hearings
, Part 1. Aray Reserve ana National
Guard figures are interpolated"!
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tascc 1 laneous A 1 lowanceg
ecial allowances paid to military personnel, or paic in their






Lump Sum Terminal Leave Payments
iuployer's Contribution to Social Security
Contributions to State Retirement
Insurance (Included vitn Housing Costs)
Interest on Enlisted Personnel Deposits
Expenses of Military Prisoners
Overseas Station Allowances and Foreign Duty Pay, while compensation for
ext tnary cost of living expenses, are, nevertheless, part of the
cost oi military power, since both w uld be almost entirely obviated
without a military establishment with the present oversea. jnsibili-
of thw United States Department of Defense. The remainder of the
miscellaneous allowances are expenses incident to ordinary social over-
hea. : .enlistment bonuses correspond to the occasional incentive
bonuses awarded periodically in civilian employment; Severance Pay,
Death Gratuities, anu. Lump Sua Terainal Leave Payments for leave earned
but not taken constitute final settlement compensation for services
tendered; Contributions to Social Security and state Retirement Systems
are self-evident social services; Mortgage ince and Interest on
Deposits are normal financial transactions unrelated to military p»fcer;
Expenses of Military Prisoners include rewaros for apprehension, co
of gratuitous issue of toilet articles t: bh, coses oi confine-
ment oi military prisoners in oon- military facilities, and other normal
£ ^J
expenses. These ii i scol laneous costs and allowances are sutuoarizec
in Table VIII at a total cost- oi approximately hall a billion aoliars in
norma: 1 overheaa charged to the Department of Defense.
III. R£: 'AY
A total of $1,0£9,00. is budgeted by the Department of Defense
for the pay and allowances of retired military personnel and their sur-
vivors. Thirty million dollars of this sum i oy separate
legislation, to compensate and adjust pay&ents presently being m
under two different retirement acts, which it is tfnitnd to consolidate
into a sii stem. It shoula be notea triat military retirement pay
is a sua separate froui mejf -in benefits, which art- h.- through
separate appropriations to the Veterans' Administration, ana not thro:
Department of Defense appropriations.
It seems apparent that will tar Pay is a Department of
Defense contribution to normal social overheaa. This is an obligation
resulting from services alreaoy rendered, and woulo havt to continue
whether the military establishment did or not, a situation clearly .
nizec by both the Departaient of Defense and Congress. Representative
iei J. Flood, of Pennsylvania, in sing the testimony of J. A.
Wylic, director of Budget and Finance of the Office of the Secretary of
fense, on ailitary Retired pay, veaarfcedi "I also I 'irst
sentence of your next to the last paragraph: , Paysa<snt«s under this
appropriation ere required by law and any fun I ai\. not rcqui:
vert to UM r--:ury at the eno of a year. 1 1 .0 not ivnow how you
.vuam etwiwoj
; i
















































*H3Use Appropriation- irt 1. ''Budget Append ix, pp.




coula state the position any more c;„ riy than that. ,! **' &ven if no
ailitary establishment had ever txi in the United states, it seams
o&vious that a sua comparable to uilitary retireaent pay would have to
be provided by the economy in one form or another. In this e. is-
armament would have little or no effe
IV. 5UHKARY
The social commitments of the Department of Defense for fiscal
year 1963 budgeted unucr U* military Personnel appropriation are s
aarized in Table IX. Gut of the total New ubii^ational AttUmrity of
$13*230,2 requested, aore than seven billion dollars is required
for military pay and allowances which are only incidental to the
quiremente of military p wer, but constitute a continuing component of
social overhead whether araed or uisarste 4?utinb coaparax »1
civilian costj, where appii supply tliese saae services unaer
conditions of disarmament yield* an equivalent jeparU^ent 01 ..<elense
budgetary coaaitaent to social overhead estiaated at aore than ten
billion dollars.
i:>House Appropriatiot •: Hearings, Part 1, p. 1*78. The Retired Pay
appropriations request is discussed In detail pp. both ^
JO nonaal appropriation request, and the supplementary




























The «any ana varied routine operating expenses of the DepanMHT
of Defense are funded under an appropriation entitled "Operation
iaint*nattae, l, at a total cost of $ll,60o,600,00O.* More than half til
appropriation is specifically required to maintain ready weapons systems
for Military power. Billions of dollars are allotted to the operation,
upkee , rvpair, storage, and servicino of m ; *, tanks, aircraft,
warships, submarines, and all the incredibly conplex and expensive
impedimenta of Modern warfare. Operation and maintenance must also
provide for fuel, ammunition, spare parts, mooificat- conversions,,
and supplies of every conceivable nature. It maintains s^ ware-
houses, schools, courts, prisons, Machine shops, post offices, and
host of other facilities In addition, it also provides for the pay .
allowances of the Defense Department's 1,059,970 civilian employees all
I the worlu.
>f. cant sums wust be provide 1 by this allotment for a host of
social activities only incidentally related to the requirements of
Military power, components of social overhead which would continue to be
require un^r conditions of clsaraamcint. These may be subsumed un
*Fof general discussion, see House Appropriations Hearings
, P
2, testimony of ^eretary Hitch, pp
.~
2f$ ff . For Inu i vTuus, 1 servl
budgets and specific appropriations requests, 3t:e House Appropriations
Hearings, Part 3: "Operation anc Maintenance"; an;t ienaTe







the same categories employed lor the discussion oi military i -1 in
the orevious chapter* Medical Services* Welfare Services, Civic
ft**, and Technical service
Operation and Maintenance funds Mm obligated witiiin the inoivi
dual service budgets, and are also obligated by the uepartment of
Defense for a number of department*-wide activities of both social and
military v?Uue aoawon to ail the servics. rwo suouivirions a
Office of the Secretary of Defense which supervise areas of social over
head for all the services and the department a*, a*,wboie ar-
of the Assistant Secretary af-flatfenae (Hwpfflmr)j M
Director of Defense Heaearch and fingineerinj. fh* Assistant ty
for Manpower "is responsible for manpower, personnel ana r«s^rv. is;
health, medical care and sanitation} Ante* forces information Mat uca-
tionj personnel and physical security a-tivitiesj an; uefense parti
tlon in emergency and continuity of uovernment plannir . >ie Director
of Defense Research and Engineering supervises all reaear* pment,
test, and evaluation activities within the purview o_ rtaent of
Defense, discussed and Justified more thoroughly in Chapter
The current administration, in the person of secretary Robert
Mcatoaara, has placed considerable emphasis on the continuous process of
improving administrative efficiency in the Department < nr
areas of activity common to all the services have been removed in lar&e
he individual jirisdictions of the services and placed
Iff component activities.
3House Appropriations Ifcarlngs , Past J, p.
le Jttf»TquC «U 1© w»ivuiq »







under the supervision of a central superior for the Defense DepartHMMt
as a whole; these include a Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) , a Defense
Supply Agency (DSA), a Defense Communi cat ions Agency (DCA), and a
Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA). Three of these four are almost
entirely military in nature. The Defense Supply Agency, however, is not.
Indeed, its activity is almost entirely non-military. The common
activities nave not been taken over in their entirety by the Department
of Defense agency; each of the services retains a residual activity for
those requirements unique to its particular mission. In the case of the
Defense Supply Agency, the supply operations retained by the individual
services consist largely of traffic in specifically military items,
supply activities which have become the centralized responsibility of
DSA concern items of social overhead, which in general are the ones
common to all the services, as indicated by the organisation of the
Agency, which consists of the following subdivisions
Medical Supply Center Industrial Supply Center
Petroleum Supply Cfcfcter Automotive Supply Center
Subsistence Supply Center - ronics Supply Center
Construction Supply Center Logistics Services Center
Traffic Management Service Property Utilization and
Clothing & Textile Supply Center Disposal Division
General Supply Center Surplus Sales Offices
Headquarters, DSA Diuders Control Office
The so-called "single manager" concept within the Department of Defense,









in Congress and the armed services, E-nci has yet to be proven.^ It acema
apparent, however, that the routine functions presently fulfilled ay
are ones which would be required of the economy* armed or disarmed.
A number of additional miscellaneous activities are induct c in
the Office of the .-Secretary of Defense, many of theui tabulated as Intra-
dtpmrtmental and Interdepartmental activities, which contribute to social
overhead.
All of the miscellaneous activities, of course, have some mili-
tary application, but, in general, are programs which would be required
or aesirable in owe form or another whether the United states had a
Department of Defense to handle t tern or not. The complete list, which
includes 3uch diverse activities as a Council en Youth Fitne;s, coordina-
tloi» of the U. >. Antarctic program, the Court of military Appeals , a:
administration of the Petroleum and til Shale Keserves, is inclu..
Appen :ix C, and the costs of the individual activities are included in
the categorical iiscussion which follows, in terms of Medical, Welfare,
Civic, and Technical Service .
I.
. Jical and dental care is provided out of Defense Department
Operation ani i-;aintenance funds not only for military personnel in
military hospitals, local dispensaries, and aboard ship;, but also for
^For the Department of Defense position, and a detail* rip-
tion of the activities of the Defense :upply Agency, see DA pamphlet
n Introduction to the Defense .supply Agency (Washinotoni Gove;
prihiTnfi bittzriftr-) *^^ "^^^
IBM Wf .-.,.;• t«i vUMI .
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their dependents, in military aedical facilities and elsewhere under the
Dependents* Medical Care Act (the program aonly referred to as
•^Medicare") which pays for certain t . incurred by dependents of
military personnel under treatment by civilian doctors and in civilian
hospitals and aedical facilities. Provision Is also made to treat
certain /jvernment officials such as the PilHIknt, rs of Congress,
and other., in military facilities, anti to provide care for retired or
..isal A •-' I M I ' ; - ependent^. Brigadier in,
Army U puty >urgeon General, in speaking for the Ar;ay In the justifica-
tions of Operation and Maintenance requests before the Congress, neatly
sw»i,d up the aedical mission not oniy of thv Array, but of all the
farces. Like the Army Kedicai. >?rvice, each of the military services
... must continually iomrove and develop prev n*:ative and
therapeutic medicine, it uiost operate i intain . 2l
treatment facilities staffed with highly trained professional
personnel in all fields of med*cal science, a: .oust conduct
a continuous training program for its personnel in order to toecp
them abreast of the latest developments In civilian and military
medicine.6
Not only do the armed services provide medical care for milica.
7
personnel and their four million dependents, but they also prov'
at a considerable savins over comparable civilian co3t3. In seekln
funds I construction of hospitals under another appropriation
(see Chapter VI, Part It Military Construction), the Kavy van reqttirs
to present to the Congress comparative annual oost data for military 1
~
Appropriations jgarinns
, Part 3, p. 88.
^House Appropriations jfearlngs , Part 3, p. 99$ dependent stru
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civilian oedical care. For obstetrical and &aUi I are, the ratio
was wore than two- to- one: average eost per aay un re in
civilian facilities, and $3iu2ii per Jay in the Aray Hospital, Fort
NacArthur and the sasoe sua lor the Naval Hospital, Long Beach. An over-
all table of "Comparative annual cost data lor care of depen in
civilian facilities and in proposed Naval Hospital, Lon^ £eachr yields a
representative civilian cost factor of 1.73, at $59.30 tStUa veragt
cost per day in civilian facilities, an>: Sjii.25 per day in <ailitary
facilities. In Table X the operating expenses of the art.
for taedical care funded under Operation and naintenance are suaaaariae:
The total cost to the Departaient of Defense is wore than $k36 trillion,
with approximately one-fifth allotted to the tyra .wo- fifths each
to the Array and Air Parse* With the civilian cost factor applied to
determine the cost of cooparabi under conditioia of Jisaraaaent,
the contribution to social overhead becomes $755,UWi,OO0.
II.
itary cost3 for general welfare art aaay and varied; activi-
ties include aajor programs for the eaucation and training of la
duals} religious, luoraU, and Chaplain services; supply support to
%. nyress, House, Cow&ittee on Appropriations, Military
Construction Appropriations for 1 s before Ittee,
b7th Congress, 2c Session, printed in two volumes (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1962), Part It Otpartaant
at of the ?fevy, pp. 2i , For testimony on are, sea
also House Appropriations Hearings, Part 3, p. 92, ar Appro-










USAF Me -ileal Tapper
A!r National Guard Medics i ort
•>tpace epical Center
Total Hilltary Cost

















provide for food, clothino, housing, storekeeping, disbursing, end so
forth} and miscellaneous services almost too numerous and varied to
ite;ui7
and Training of In
Personal ion of individuals, 33 OfOtoed to the operational
training of atilitary units, is provided by th~ d forces across a
bro;: :trusa, nearly all of vhich is normal social overhead. It in-
cluaes the coa^pj. U >U • educations provided by the service academies,
and subsidies throi: rious RDTC p - assist other young men in
attaining a college education. It includes an expanding program of post-
graduate studies of ail varieties at both service and civilian institu-
tions, in sciences and hUiuanities, engineer! isiness and personnel
administration, an al fields. the courses of instruction
at the academies anc colleges, and suae of the postgraduate courses,
include tone purely milltai/ activity ana are clearly intendea to
benefit the Iffltd services in the long run, the benefit sought is not
specifically in the nature of superior soldiers, sailors, or airmen, but
of superior citizens whose general service and careers will benefit frwa
broade i i : tua 1 ac hieveuent
.
Job training of i uals is :*ore specifically dwsi^ned for
liaaeaiote beliefits to the araed 3trvice3 in the forw of skills requi
in the operation and Maintenance of military eculpments. Like education,
however, training in electronics, welding, cosuaunications, mechanics,
,
and so forth, invariably contribute Hi Indl to











services jx the u*m the araea forces educate anci train.
needed in military activity are uw same as those required in the civil-
ian eocietyj the difference is tnat, unoer conditions o t, all
such skills coulu be applied to television iu.> 1 radar, pl«
insteac ol aircraft hydraulics , automobiles insU. , and so on.
But training to develop those skills wouiu still be required* mo I I
tries which appear to rely heavily on aiiiitary training aj troni^
trades, and civil aviation. .ionics ratings ar^ invariably the nest
.ficult for the services to retain* i -ilarly, the ml forces oust
maintain extensive training programs in aviation skills j for both pilo
and technicians.
Another significant ional service provided out o. operation
and maintenance funds is the education of military Oepenaents overseas,
froa kindergarten through hi jh school. The ueparU»ent of Defense pro-
vides doth t*.acnt.rs and facilities lor oik. elementary and secondary
3cion iowber of stu at 17, ;3cal year
total cost of sou-e £i£ly million ~upil,
coasi* cheap -oaperable Sv- in the civilian ^oraqy.
This dependent ogram has cause, considerabl Kent anu
criticise in testimony before both houses of C is. Witnesses i
anting the National education Ass. do have pi
data to justify theii for a si niiicaut increase in iun
Appropriations Hearings , . LJD. Air K . uef of
tafi ieneraT Lekay estimates a training In. at in Ills of
">00 per man, an | js to private industry of four out of f
i
mil
|fll : j.j. i^fltei Lc tixjiuti. ncitlvs; *j oj ;"u.qc ; - oluoo till : ....;.
qs
n fi jr. .
allotted to the program. Their "estimated cost per pupil in dependents
schools, bo provide program comparable to U. schools" is $j .
which yields a civilian cost factor of 1.20 when compared
per pupil ailottec by the Department of Defens . At the rate rocom-
by the National education Association, the comparable civilian
cost for dependents education overseas would be more than si;.ty million
dollars*
Another major educational activity supported by Department of
Defense Operation ana maintenance funds is the Armed Forces Information
and _ ucation program* Approxistately half the program consists of the
services offered by the U. 3. Ar^seo Forces Institute (U3AFI), fully
accreditee tion at the high school and eoi level foi servi
men at a nominal fee. Wr» £• L. Kataenback, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Education and Manpower tut in his
testimony on the Arnee Forces Information and Idnemtlon service that
USAFI courses as of December 31, 1961, consisted of 119,7Sl active
rollments in correspondence courses, Lov,Ykj> in group study courses, an
participating college active enrollments. The reiaainder of the
Information and Education program consists of the Armed Forces Radio and
iouse Appropriations Hearings , Part j>i bucket data p. °li»j
>cus3ion pp. 71/ ff . Testimony of liationai cducaUon Association with
here, Part 6, pp. 259-2 Appropriations
wrings, pp. 1666*167*, anu tables i allowing, for &£ testimony5
p. 7l2; for discussion.
*










ievision service, for both education and entertainment of iUitary
personnel, at home and acroac.
Total Department of Defense obligations buogeted for the educa-
tion and training of individuals is suamarized in Table XI with other
heifer :s> at a sua total of sore than $400 million.
(. ther Personri : viceswWW— ii m i «i i n;i»i«————»»- ii m in mi— h i
Hany of the programs contributing to social overhead in ter.*s oi
the general welfare of military personnel (and others) are of self-
cvidint value irrespective of a need for armed for .c3. These include
nt housing; commissary stores, post exchanges, an- other supply
activities; sports programs, bands, recreation activities, and Chaplain
'•vices $ and most of the Department of Defense interdepartc*ental
activities. In addition, a number of welfare type activities arc not
isolated as such in the budget, but are lnc: *rith other appropria-
items; the Army, for example, includes nearly all it's Welfare ar
Civic services under the single general category of "Operation M
Bane* of Facilities!'*2 Other welfare activities include an
Employees' Compensation Fund for civilian employees within the Depart"
aent of Defense (and oth. rnaaat agencies), supervised by the
,ary of Labor under Public Law 86-767, to provide aid in the event
of death or injury. Another item proposes new legislation fc ,a-
tional authority in the amount 01 $1*0, ,0 provice <aore realistic
per diem payments for food and loggings of traveling military personnel.
i2Infra,
SwJVMI .' ..
Another is a small obligation for the National Boara for the Promotion
of Rifle Practice, which provides facilities ana ammunition for . iviiian
shooting -iii^'i anu uar^o watches} while taia proyraua is obviously aimed
at possible niiitary applications, It also largely supports a iaajor
sports activity in the United >tates, not only for the enjoyment a
benefit of the youn^ people participating, but also as a contribution
national prestige in the Olympic anu Pan Aiaerican Games, ana other
international coiapttit ions.^ The miscellaneous activities arc aiany.
Total Operation and maintenance obligations for Welfare jervices a
summarize.; in Table XI. With a sum of more than illlion for the
support of miscellaneous social services added to the illion
ted to education and training of individuals, a grand total of atore than
one-and-D, half billion dollars is obligated to military welfare*
t. civic ssftflCS
A fjood many of the Civic Services funded und :ion a.
maintenance appropriation consist of routine houG .^ xjsquirements
little exigencies of Military pov preparedness.
The Army ccvotes mor*. than a billion daliara a year to norual iivir
expenses for its personnel, which are budc,. ; :hall appro-
priation title of "Operation an: . aintenance o jport."
^-^ffousi Appropriations Marine s , Part 6, p. I was noted In
the statement to the Appropriations %i was
allotted to sending an American teaa to tto. -natio Union
fcorld Chaapienship3 at Cairo, ana $1*6,1 an American Gaaes in
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. ho $82,151 111
Militar;. 5,7
1 PuL'3 15 »083
Of Faclliti ,257 U
astrial Coll. 1,312 118
Tuition Assistance 3,71*7 312+
Reserve F 11,000 1209*
NAVY:








. of Property 175
ve Traini 9, 171




University 2 j ,770
Air Force Ac 15, 39h
Air >ta.r U8j 39h







































































Prov by uift Fun
^Hp^sc Appropriations Hearings
, Part *j Appropriations Hearii;
pnoi
m testimony of expenses for two new Army divisions, this
general support co sists more specifically of the folioiiny:
Local Headquarters command administration.
all activities concerned with local headquarters
administration functions such en installation command groups,
the operation of dependent schools, finance and account
services, postal services, preservation of oroer, ane general
I ca t iana 1 deve 1opment
.
w• 1fare serv i ce s
.
Includes local welfare and morale services such as chaplain
I, troop information, and special services.
Local maintenance an.; neaapeaent of facilities.
Provides for real property management and such operational
vices as utilities, fire prevention, buiioings and grain
maintenance, and sanitation.
Fie la tnaintenance.
Provides for field maintenance of troop equipment M
installation operating equipment, mis service is perfor.
in r M laablla .shops and is generally confines to repair
and replacement of unserviceable parts ana assemblies of equip-
Ml to be returned to the U3er, station, or maintenance float.
Local logistic services.
/ilea supply, communication ana pictorial, transportation,
. quartermaster speciali; rvices such as post supply,
eoawuni cat. ions, movement services, and the operation of com-
isaries, belteries, Laundries j ana fooa- processing facilities.
im the other services list u*any of their welfare costs sepa-
rate from such housekeeping expenses, the funds they budget for
"operation and Maintenance of Facilities' are considerably less than
those of the Anay, and may be considered more strictly Civic exp
The Army National Quart Operation and Maintenance appropriation (less
certain expenditures bv -' for air del is considered a Civic








mcost in its entirety, since the National Guard's ctOiaestic peace- iteeping
function^ woul< be little affected py disarmament.
Another arja of significant Civic obligation is the support of
ocrforcidd toy the ar-ied forces which is not strictly ii-iiitary in
nstar . It can be ucoonstrat^a (see Chapter IVs Procurement) that sooe
wr cans, of military flying results ,.-om. the requiiMM&s oi social
overhear, for such uissions as Searcn and HMMNSt, Hurricane and weath.
reconnaissance, Chert in j ana Aerial Photography, ana Um routine trans*
portation of both passengers ant cargo. The 0| kon and .laintenar
Costs to support this administrative flying art
The scope and variety of uiscel laneous Btaof contributions to
Civic social overhead vying for Operation and .iaintenanc* funds is so
comprehensive as to defy complete or orderly identification. As no
with i to kruy Operation ana A£intenancc of Facilities support,
variations in budgetary procedure and appropriations langtiBpt aaong the
vidual araec i complicate the atteiapb to isolate total Depn
aant of DtfbMi obligations by arbitrary categori - However, a number
pecific programs aay be identified. OxMples are the Kavy* I opera-
tion and administration of the Petroleum and ,il Shfix
itributions to the infrastructure program of the North Atlantic Treaty
,anizaticn (for projects such as airfields, oocKs, ana pipelines whi
are built for military contingencies should an iop in







the tf*eanti»e), ana construction ana Civil uncineer support; Air For
support for the Military Air Transport ^rvicv, I!feasted more fully in
Chapter I ray's expenses in handling the ilasrta Coaounica-
tions ysteu, the Alasdan telephone network which was built originally
by a r the armed forces, but which is gradually being turned over
to civilian control for the normal use of the civilian community in
16
Alaska; plus a host of other uiinor miscellaneous programs sponsored by
the ar oartoent of Qefens ies. Table XII is a
suaaary of the identifiable obligations for Civic services fu: ;y the
epartaent under Operation and Maintenance at a total sua of
some two-and- a- haif billion dollars.
IV. TXtfJICAL ^dRVIe
Like Operation and maintenance in other categories, support .
1 I 1 Includes a variety of programs, inducing such aajor
> as the Aruy»a ifcapping and Geodesy Service, and the Air Force's
weather , cha? it service systems. Also included ar«. portions
of the support for two aajor programs of exploitation, one the national
ohic program and the other the work in Antarctica. 16 st of
the technical activities of Jtm partsent of Defense are fun
- arily under •'Research ....
,
Evaluation" (see Chapter V), so that the Operation b . ntenar
iscussion of the National Oceanic Program, see House
Appropriations Hearings , Part 3, pp. .or th- '-an in
Antarctica see Senate Appropriations Hearings
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contribution to ^cx.ial overhead is considerably sfaalier in tersus of
Technical Services than in other areas, as inoicaceo in Tai:lt XIII.
Technical activities are suuaaarizefl in Tafcle XIII at a totai of approxi-
mately 4 UltH.
TABU XIII
T OF TiC'fJKAL SERVICES PROV ILITARY
OPERATION ;*SD NADITOIAK
Title iount Paye*
-ping m iy Serv
NAVY: Office of Naval Researcn Support
J^AFt Weather -^rvice
Flight iService System
FAA Inspection of Navigation Aids
..ice of Director of Defense
<;arch and engineering














i ~>usc Appropr iation j Hearings, Part J,
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V. SUMMARY
The coaaitaent of the Department I Utilities
for social overhead bu under the Operation and Maintenance appro-
priation is tUMwristd in Table XIV. Of the total New Qbligational
Authority of $11,£68, I. tquaatad for Operation an Maintenance of
Defense Departaent activities, not quite half is d -;voted to the sup;-
of r M and activities for which funds would have to t. avail-
able in the U. S. economy irrespective of the requirements of ...iliuiry
power or disaraament, including such major iteu3 cal c«
at ion and training, general welfare, and routine housekeeping.
fctfta] 795,62i or social services includes the fact that 30«e
of these services I .nsive un it*
i.e., as available on the civilian aarKet.
TABL
COMPARAi T TO THB U. S. £COHO -fY 01 EM. S'ERVIC
a: BY THi D£PA



















The category of the Department of Oefense budget for
fiscal year 1963 to which .aost of the defense funds are obligated is
titled "Pi ;o.nt.»* It is also the component of the in which
the cc itary pow^r is atos vely de^onstrat he
ag systeas oi IB warfare are increoibly expen.;iv
consmaec; an ever- increasing portion of the ;rs.
In addition, the current political problems of subversion and juerilia
warfare have resulted in a build-up of conventional forces, acding
considerably co une cose ox uiiiiuary ^rocurenienL, aiuouncing cms year *»o
a total of $l6ta«$,
There are a nuaber of i teas, however, which must be purchased by
the armed forces under this aliotacat to provide for social cverhea .
Jeneral Support on the araed forces' shopping list 3 are
literally millions of such as laecical and dental supplies, civil
engine eouipment, shoes, stovei, refrigerators, ambulances, and
aany other items which the economy would be required to provide even if
;anuament shoulc relieve it of the requirement to provide weapons ar
aaaunition.
by the Aru*y, ftavy (whi~
hanules Marine Corps Procurement;, hit Force, ana Defense Age
within the following general t















Other Procure lii^nt 3^961
I . AIRCRAFT
The great majority of aircraft purchased for the armed fo
purely military in nature: interceptors, I 5, tankers, clo;;e air
support craft, ant . . Cargo and transport aircraft (and many
patrol aircraft) fulfill a dual purpose, on the one hand, they con-
tribute to the military prowess of the Unio he
ability of troops and performing other military tasks; on the other,
they provide such social sen/ices as search anc rescue; hurricane trac
ing and weather reconnaissance; mapping an Lai photography, special
transportation for the President, other hi
t
and
U. . assies; routine passenger and transportation for the
of isilitary personnel and their dependents, and tons of equipment :..
cargo, in . '. Airmail; and such periodic special missions
earthquake and disaster relief, and support of United Nations operations
in the Congo. In addition, a small number of unique special air test
vehicles contribute to scientific advancement in aeronautical research
and development. Less obvious are the contributions uilltary aircraft
procurement i*ake3 to aviation In general, civil and lallitary, in terms
of providing training aircraft and prototypes, and in terms
overall costs of aircraft resulting from program expension. Rear
House Appropriations Hearings, Part 2. For consideration of
requests of the i no iv luual s see Part tent."
.isi tst bias \a
tJMqpffl
Adtairai P. .. troop, Chid of the Jureau of ftaval Weapons, now in his
testiutony before the house subcommittee, for example, that ii both Air
Force and Navy were to buy a certain type of airplane, insceari of j
the Navy aione, it woulc r^cuc« tiifc unit price for the craft by
j. Hitch ai ...an, in their authoritative wortt on t (MO-
-rise, note a sailiar 9l OA the civilian scoooayj M
in aircraft procurement, but witn ships as well:
The purchase of airplanes anu ships, by increasing the scale of
operations in these industries, mattes it possible for airlines
anc shipping coaipanies to -jet their equipa^nt at jt.
This happens because shipbuilding anc aircraft manufacturing are
"decreasing cost" industries over cae relevant range of outpuc.
Within this range, the larger the output of a particular aocel,
the lower its unit costj ana the larger the scau of operations
in general, the cheaper certain inputs are for any acui clonal
models.-1
nificant as this contribution raay Le, no luaaningful statistics are
available whereby a realistic civilian cost iactor coulu be cowputec for
overall aircraft procurement . Lacking this, eotlaatsi of to* iasti
social value in the event of disarmament of aircraft presently military
can only be approxi&atec in teriu3 of actual aircraft CMti a*





louse Appropriations Hearings , Part k$ p. lbJ.
^Charles J. Hitch and Roland 1. an, The £conc .defense
A? £]£: ttfocleor Age (C ei Harvard University Press, l96o7, p.
^House Appropriations Hearings





o. Hep; .3 anu .>pare Parts
7. Ot dppo rt
Aircraft -j wnicu uoui. it appear
largely in the first two cate.^oiicj, Co^ac an Airlift aircraft, aionfl
• a sh
U
;par« parts, an ^st
three categories, a totai area in vhich nearly ninety per cent of the
funds are obj. . The Oft ory consists aj n jnc
planes, helicopters, ana special configuration Aircraft,
Mftprising category number three, certainly contribute significantly to
the military power oi tne Unite.:, states in iue long run, Put
token contribute jancly to the enti, | wil aviation in
-raining . tary
pilots who find ca, m comme; u aviation upo. of
the lervietj I a^nt - .Uo« u«c
training function p iitary establishment, it that
th_ of tic. . , ;*ave to be suppl I « in the
economy for U. >• civil aviation to continue to prosper, jiuiiauy,
U toe Airlift ory, which is largely military, * ;, i-
car.t contribution to the LI y as well. ...
J. V« Kelly i CoeaMtdtr of tiie Mi li tary Air nanspoi. ice (wAi y,
respon: military airlift, >sion in
statement to the Con^rtss. Along wit:. .ui^iy military functions
troop .lOAjiiity i3sil« program support, at not*;; rfATS contributions
to such programs as Project j manntU spa^ program,









.... In adult ion, each ol our services, Weather, Air
Re? larting, fly specialize*.; missions
supporting department ol defense activities. Weather recon-
naissanc its provi jrtant weather data for Air For
tactical Of>tracions as well as supporting specialized projects
of KAiA. Air Rescue responds not only icary requirefiit
but wherever and whenever mercy missions are required, our
Photographic and Charting ^rvice provides accurate luapping
feftftl not only to the military, to other U. S. Government
-ut also to our alii -s. Typical are recent surve
be: ovided to our sister nations in South America—Colo<ibia
an-.:: Pen..
General Kelly, in discuss lag the MATi airlift mission, projects into
fiscal year 1963 his esti&ate that ap ately forty per cent of the
MATS flying effort will be committed to routine logistic support.
Totaling forty per cent of the cost of Airlift Aircraft with the of
Trainer *er Aircraft, with a prorated portion of modification,
spares, an support funds, indicates that approximately twenty per cent
(21.1 p *t) of the Total I ational Authority (TGA) reqi< by
the Air Force for aircraft procuresaent is to social overhead} in
Appropriations Hearings, Part deration and Mmia-
c. General "heliy and Lrenexal iierreil, uir.
Air Force Budget, discuss t! airlift program with the Hous
committee in considerable detail, including use of civil aircraft, cost
of , operations, missions an^ types of aircraft, I also
U. . ongresa, Senate, Committee on Armec services, Military Procure"
ant Authorization , Fiscal Year 1| >efore tilt Cuamittme,
vTJTh Congress, 2c Session, on S. 27Jii (Washin-, torn Government print i;
Office, 1962)$ p. 131 cites twelve Air Force WB-53's ana thirl. 's,
Navy Lockheed donste nations—all multiuiillian collar aircraft--invci
in weather operations; ibid, p. 151 cites the pu. ial
mission" i. —the military equivalent ol the Boeing 707 jet trans
port—for VI° flights, with a fourth on order. Drew Pearson, in his
;yn<icat d column for July 27, 1962 ("The Washington -terry- i .j- Round t
Jackie svenne. uoer Up," The Washington Post, p. d23) t in his
customary flamboyant style that the Air Force maintains 719 such
"special mission*' aircraft, and the Savy 117, citing Representative
Flood of Pennsylvania as his source.
.
66
of budgeted New ubligationai Authority (KMJ the fjguM is
fcool,L . Comparable figures for the Aray and Navy (incluaiag
narint Corps) aircraft procurement requests are $L5, 996,0 JO, anc
H&Q,- respectively.6 In addition, Secretary Hitch has indicated
that some $66 million will be obligated to "provide spares and codifica-
tions for aircraft assignee to the support of the research and develop-
ment program"? for a total 11,283*966,000 in the procurement of aircraft
obligated to social overhen .
II.
rt than four billion oollars is obligated to the purchase of
missiles oi all types by the mrmec forces, fro* aighty intercontinental
boosters to small air-to-air rockets. Nearly all of this requirement is
ry in nature. While some of the missiles purchaseu uncr thi>
category are usea eventually in scientific space exploration, the aratd
services which provice such rockets to the National aeronautics ana
ipace Administration are uily reimburse© by NASA, resulting in no net
expenditure charged to the Department of Defense. Like aircraft and
ships procurement, the military missiles program unquestionably contrib-
utes significantly to the overall scientific space program of the
°House Appropriations Hearings , Part 2j Tabic Ik accompanying
ptroller Hitch's presentation to the Congress (facing p. 29k) 1J
MQA for aircraft for each service, from which these figures \. o«-
puted. It was necessary to compute the percentage in terms of T
cause the Air Force breakdown by type aircraft was presented in TQA to
the Congress; .art L, p. 316. The toUl obligation icr the Air
Force amounts to $806,19J which interpolates to the figure quo
here when convertea to H0A.
?Ibid. t Part 2, p.
:<: I WWW I I
LruisS
el




Jnitec States but the contribution cannot be realistically isolated for
consideration under conditions of disarmament. Th>» si v oace program
funded entirely by the armed forces and identifiable as a social con-
tribution is the Navy's TRANSIT program for a navigational satellite,
for which $1. of the Procurement funds is obligated in 196j.^
III. SHI
The 1963 Ship Construction and Conversion program, funded at
nearly three Mllion dollars, includes obligations for the purchase of
thirty- seven new vessels, ranging in size from aircraft carrier to Tun-
ooat, as well as major conversion of thirty-five others. Of these,
three new vessel:? and two converted ones fulfill functions only inciden-
tally military: Secretary Hitch notes an obligation of $$8 million
under this allotment "to construct two oceanographic research ships ar
one surveying ship, and to convert two technical research ship3."^ In
addition to this specifically social investment, the Navy, in all of I
hips, provides homes— literally—for more than a hundred thousr
ns, complete with sleeping, dining, working, and recreational
I; iajor U. S. Naval vessels are self-contained float-
including utilities, stores, hospital an-, dental
"ice, churches, and so forth, sufficient to sustain
• to four thousand in number, on uepl3ym<.nts










Jnitec states but the contribution cannot be realistically isolate
consideration under conditions of disarmament . The single space pr^:
funded entirely by the armed forces and identifiable as a social con-
tribution is the Navy's TRANSIT program for a navigational satellite,
for which of the Procurement funds is obligated in 196J.
^
III. SHIPS
The 1963 Ship Construction and Conversion program, funded at
nearly three billion dollars, includes obligations for the purchase of
thirty-sevun new vessels, ranging in size from aircraft carrier to gun-
ooat, as well as major conversion 01 thirty-five others. Of these,
three new vessels and two converted ones fulfill functions only inciden-
tally militaryt Secretary Hitch notes an obligation of $58 million
under this allotment "to construct two oceanographic research ships
one surveying ship, and to convert two technical research ships."* In
addition to this specifically social investment, the Navy, in all of i
ships, provides homes— literally—for more than a hundred thousand
;itizen3, complete with sleeping, dining, working, and recreational
facilities. Indeed, major U. S. Naval vessels are self-contained float-
-o»iuuniti«3
, including utilities, stores, hospital an.< dental
facilities, post office, churches, and so forth, sufficient to sustain
crews : lag twenty to four thousand in number, on depla;
lc appropriations parings , Part 2, p. 262. See a Is






which aay last up to nine months. If uigarmawent ware to obviate a
sea-goim Navy, the econowy wouau ha .native living
accomodations lor the citizens presently comprising that Navy.
It is virtually iwpossL isolate, in the cost icvly-
constructea ship, just hov Mich steel an artise has been aevoted to
the necessities of housekeeping, ana hov much oi it has been expended in
proviaing the accoutements of military power, ./pyres in the Navy
Department's Bureau oi hips will no try. An accurate estimate
can be made, however, no- tha comparable cost to the Navy of construct-
ing "AIV" barges, which are designed solely for berthing and aiessing of
personnel, and often incluue other social and recreational facilities
such as stores, libraries, or barber shops. These vasa .ntain no
armament, no source of propulsion, nor any navigational, electronic, or
operational equipment; they are solely floating 1- ; j, dffimd l .
as temporary living quarters where facilitl not avail-
able. The hypothetical cost to the Kayy oX a ruMhet of APL's sufficient
to house tiie crews oi ew vess«la funa. wons truction shoui
approximate the portion of the total coat of taose i*c* .asa^ls which h
been expended in the soci tout to proviae living accomodations
for the number of citizens employee in their c. «..,.,. ,>tal CQBple-
ment of personnel to be houseu aboard the thirty~3*,ven new vessels
included in the 1963 budget, as supplied by the Office of the Chief of
r*tom ships are listed in - try
Hitch's stateu'isnt. See alio
Appropriations Hearings
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Operations, is approximately eleven thousand (JtOf993)« APL's B
bo BccoMuocaU a iuaximum of 666 persons; except in extraordi-
nary circumstances, however, they are non^lly limited to ]>S0 to
personnel for coofort and habitability. At a median nu.iber of live
hunored >ien per APL, and an average cost of lour million dollars per
hPl, the comparable cost of housing the cr^ws of new construction ves-
sels coiues to approximately eighty-eight million dollars. ij> This, then,
is an indication of the cost of building into new warships the noraal
habitability requirements of social overhead.
IV. OTH BT
The general category of Other Procurement provides for the
purchase oi literally millions of items of every conceivable nature, for
a total obligation 01 . e>. The jreot bulk of this obligation
Is applies to trie procurement of items of ailitary value only. A si
nifleant sum, however, applies to the purchase of supplies required by
ial overhead. Unfortunately for purposes of analysis, the armed
forces 1 Itemised shopping lists are e lass ifled, hence not available for
public i tew-by- itea investigation. Procurement costs, however, are
;: ussed in general categories by each of the armed services to i
-.tifications before the Appropriations Subcoaaittees, and Coaptroll..
UData en APLJs from the ^hips Livision of the Design, Ship-
building an ; Fleet Halntenan rich of the Bureau of > ips of the
. ;. Bavy ent. APL costs vary souiewhat with. bttJ Md
r
.f! cations; i. .tion, none h. en constructea in mh than
ten years, so that actual past costs were convex tee by the bureau of














Hitch in hi3 presentation of the budget to Congress summarises in suf-
ficient detail to determine a reasonably accurate division of procure-
ment costs by military lal value.
The great bulk of Other Procurement is obligated to items of
military value only: ground equipment for bombers and missiles, boob
alarm, air , and submarine ion yilm , and a huge a.Hot-
ore than two and a half billion dollar* for General purpc
Forces, including: ammunition, small arms, artillery, combat vehicles for
the Army; torpedoes, anti-submarine i nt, communications, bonibs,
small arms, ammunition M bat vehicles for the Wavy and marine Corps;
and for the Air Force, bombs, ammunition, ground support, and communica-
tions etronics equipment. All these requirements, and others
of similar military value, are emphasized in the testimony of both
civilian and military officials present* jtlfications for the armed
services' requests. Far smaller, but 3till significant amounts are
inc: Cor such items as non-combat support vehicle - ns, ambu-
lances, fire trucks, etc .—civil engineering and construction equipment,
training supplies, medical equipment anc supplies, and support items f
research and development programs. Hitch concludes his summary of over-
all Deparu.nent of re Other Procurement requi ts with two
categories of primary SOtial valu.-:
(6] arch and lillion to prov -port
for the research ai .lopment program^ including such . :
as aUnlnlsi-ratiVv. veniclsSua common supply it, -c.
^•
^Housc Appropriations Hearings, Part 2, p. 282} also Senate










(7) General Support: $71*5 Million for a variety ot equips
and materiel, inducing co^iumications and intelligence equip-
ment, support-type vehicles, training aids and equipment, materials
handling equipment, and medical supplies. *->
V. SUMMARY
The commitment to social overhead of the Department of Defense
for fiscal year 19ci bttdj under the Procurement appropriation is
suiaiiiarii-ea in Table XV. Out of a total Btew Oblioational Authority of
,1,15,0 requested, more than two billion dollars is devoted to
the purchase of Aircraft, Missiles, Ships, and Other Procurement it
for which funds would have to be made aval in the U. U ony
irrespective of the requirements of military power or cisariaaiuent.
TABLE XV
O COST TO THE U. TOY OF ttL OVERHEAD ITh








Technical and Research Ships
Quarters in Warships
Other Procurement
R &\0 Support hi










I 2H NuST, Ai
Departtasiit of Dyfens* funds obligated to iTesearch, Development,
Te^t, an aation (KDT&c, or, more coo^only, nou.) -onstiuite, almost
entirely, a highly dtf&flhftt4IM*tri]aution to 3ocial au in the
amount of $6,8i . While, the purcl»ase, stockpiling, operation,
and uiaintenance oi weapons and equipment.-.} i.jay prove to De an economic
waste which could be obviateu by disar.ua.u«nt, in\ ation of '.heir
wnents, principles of operation, behavior t power, technical feasi-
bility, and so forth, is not. Any enutavor which aavanccs the sua totai
of hu.;;an rtnowledge and experience can contribute to the welfare of (nan-
Kind, irrespective of its source, ana in spice of the intent of the
sponsor. Research ana aevelopuent fu .y the Department of Df
is unquestionably aiaec at enhancing the military power of the UnK
States. At the sane tlae, however, it results in what Hitch ami ;«iCK.ean,
in their Economic s of Defense in the Muclear Aoc, call l * spillover
benefits to private sectors of the economy.'- 1 >ince, by th^ nature of
the task, scientists engager in H&D are not ever sure what they may
learn or develop, scientific worn, sponsored by the Department of Dl
for military purposes almost invariably leads off into areas of ^reat
non-military significant.. Hitch and HcKean comment on this cNvl yic-
of military expenditures for research ana development as follows:
uarlcs J. ditcn and Kolanu fi. AcKean, The ^coiu.,,.
in th^ Nuclear A-c. (Cai -: Harvare Univ<.rVity Pi\-;s, lyoOj, p.
ox . t. - v. .
.
ttooJ
CiAuAiA f. . j
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Perhaps the most important of these indirect gains, however,
spillover benefits frta military research anc development.
NU of these benefits are obvious. The development of - good
ansport plane for the military car, directly to improv,
civil aviation. Some of the indirect benefits are less obvious.
For instance, a Crane Company official has pointed out: "What were
once government specials are now ftanaard products, hjlcci as the
chlorine VftlVtl IM originally developea for checidal warfare.
Blew ideas resulting from research arc lifto j.y to have numerous and
unforeseen applications. Military research ana envelopment I
to such items as silicon trans itors /transistorsy* improved anti-
aon-siukness arugs, ana new flame- proofing for fabrics.
"ial rockets may be useful as emergency brakes for trucks.
M immense costs incurred in the development of the atomic
bomb may eventually prove worthwhile on strictly nomailitary
ounds. Knowledge of space will no doubt provide normal itary
gains that cannot at present be foreseen.
In fact, the spillover benefits from research and development
by themselves may mane it economical to increase this type
defense expenditure. . . .2
For budgetary purposes, the Research, Development, Test, and
Evaluation appropriation is subdivided into einht general fields, plus
an emerpency fun
Military Sciences
Aircraft ana Relat, ipuent
Missiles and helatt-d equipment
^iitary Astronautics and Related Equipment
Ships and Small Craft and rteiatec Equipment
Oronance, Combat Vehicles, ; quipment
fttf Equipment
Programv. ... Support
Curiously, that field of research and development subsumed under the
title of riilitary Sciences i3 the leajt military of all. It is con-
cerned with ^basic research in the life, physical, ana social scienc
Ibid
. , pp . 62-
-*For Cor; onal con iteration of RDM House Appropriat ions
Hearings







to add co the store oi fundamental scientific snowieck.e . . . ^ In-
duced in the activities fui iitary Sciences are $191
for basic research, $6l,0Ge xcai research, and additional
work in such civer- j.- .Ids as atmospheric sciences, oceanography,
astronomy, propellant »tryp neurosensory phenomena, and a host of
other activities, all conceivably applicable to military power, but just
as significant for the eventual benefit of the civilian coiaamnity. The
Principal support of such organi nations as the Naval Research Laboratory,
the Air Fort. arch Laboratories and Rana Corporation,
the Army's R a Analysis Corporation and riiman Resour search
Office is provided under tnis activity, in audition to work performed by
universities, nonprofit organizations, and incustry.
The Aircraft rik. -gory yields wore iamediate rai Iitary power, ana
in the long run is also responsible for major advances in civil aviation,
frankly aoait they cannot afforu without. . n-
it contracts. For example, the Defense budget for fiscal year
includes funds— sixty- ilion dollars-*for the development of a
uersonic jet transport aircraft, the C-lltl. The Air Force, in its
testimony on the development oi the C-1U1, emphasizea its close coopera-
tion with the Federal Aviation Agency, the airlines, and the aircraft
industry tow; ntual compatability of the O liil with civil aviatio.
Another project is attempting U Lop a transport aircraft able to
take off and land vertically, which coulo have inestimable value to
^House Appropriate ions Hearings, Part 5, p. u.
-'House Appropriations * tearing
,
Part k, p. 3U6-3U7.
flVOK it\C «S J
'
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civil aviation. lariy, a Navy project to develop a new type enyL;
for anti-submarine aircraft Is directly applicable to civil aviation, as
demonstrated by an exchange between *ear Adairal f -troop, Chief of
the Bureau of Itaval Weapons, and Representative R« L. F.
Flor imony on engine procurement!
o what extent are these engines weed lor non-
>es7
Admiral jTHOGP. I thj -ry enjirus we use in a Navy aircraft
is air in a commercial aircraft. I might say that tcm
ant in the usiness is sup:, as a joint ei
commercial user 3 and the Government.
Mr. SIKES. Is this program ana a s pro^ra* .
For xiy a development proyram for the entir. aft industry
of the Sat Ion?
Adtiiral STRDOP. Yes, slrj not only f« service type air-
,ft, but also for t ercini
i,ven aircraft development an in^ which is specifically military in
, such as the current
nautical inov. . -*nd experience of value to the entir and
-neeriri ity.
;nt, alon^ with
i Military Astronautics, ha\ pos-
sible for th« the J. ;. space program, ^uch of the expet
and effort has been aimed speciiically at accumulating military pov.
lltaneously, however, the spac am, wi




whole new civilian industry producing computers, transistors, ana other
serai- conouctor devices of inestimable non-all itary value. The sane
booster rockets designed to deliver warheads, and the same incredibly
accurate (and expensive) systems designed to guide them, have loft*
research anc couuaunicat ions satellites, like the current TELSTAR vehicle,
into orbit, as well as the astronauts. A whole new field of aerospace
medicine has developed. In spite of the fact that Congressmen, among
others, periodically insist on military applications of the space pro-
gram, it seams evident that space exploration, like the nominally
military national programs for Antarctica ana oceanography, is no less a
contribution to the advancement of human progress than the endeavors of
Copernicus, Columbus, or the Wright brothers.
The Ships and ftaftll Craft category ©f military MD for fiscal
year iy63 will fund, among other things, advanced development of
Usarofoil craft which may revolutionize not only a number of military
7
missions, but civilian water transportation as well. It will also
orovi for work in communications, sonar, and radar. A significant
part of the research and development effort of the Naval Electronics
Laboratory and David Taylor Model ^asin is funded under this activity.
'an Ordnance, Combat Vehicles, sne Related Equipment, despite
its oellico3e title, is a category yielcinq eventual value to the
civilian community. In addition to work with explosives and small arus,
this category provides for tiv development and testing of trucks, tt
i '-Jfycrofoil Ship Faces Ocean Test,'' news item in The







amphibious an" auto.notiv*. vehicles. One exotic vehicle claiming funds
in fiscal year 1963 is the ground effect "air cushion" machine, whi
ettu] /ably prove as valuable to military power and as revolution-
ary to th* civilian comraunity as the automobile.
Other Equipments investigated and tested at the axpens
Department of Defense are aany and varied an infra- rec. aevi
sasiny in the dark, various onics sy Itagflpfcic -tents,
communications machines M hniques, an I crossing equips;,
are examples* auch of the support of the research H Ptlopasflfc i
fort of the Air Force's Lincoln Laboratories ana the Army's Signal
Research and Development Laboratory is pr. .r this activity.
Just as significant in it3 eventual value to the Uni
though perhaps not quite 30 obvious, is the contribution that the
Defense Department's NDT4E program makes to the scienti .minity of
American colleges and universities. A significant proportion of Defense
research is contracted out to various technical institutions, where the
funds an~ projects provide sustenance an ^ration not only for
establishes scientists, but for the young men who are cu_*m;.
Hitch and ..cKean point out:
The defense program gives a fillip to investment in education
in still another way. The' in or scientists, engi-
neers | tonics experts, and skillee technicians, stem-
both uiilitary operations and military r a and development,
Is causi. ra investment in scientific skiii3. In all ltKeli-
noou, this investment will prove I I proii one from the
>oint of the whole economy (as well c fc of the I u;.
uven if the military's demana for Ihill stalls den-
tine training and experience wi
I
valuable to the natio




Disarmament woula undoubtedly result in a shift of emphasis ana
revision of research project.) now in the area which is the responsibility
of the Department of Defense. In magnitude and general natura, however,
the requireuient for funds for Research, Development, Test, and evalua-
tion would, if anything, increase for the benefit of the scientific




The main body of the Defense budget consists of the functional
categories discussed in the preceding chapters: Military Personnel;
Operation and Maintenance; Procurement; and Research, Development, Test
and Evaluation; amounting to some forty- eight billion dollars in a
single appropriations bill. In addition, the Department of Defense is
responsible for three other significant activities for which funds must
be provided: Military Construction, Military Assistance and certain
Civil functions.
I. MILITARY CONSTRUCTION
The budgeting of funds for the construction of Department of
Defense buildings and facilities is a separate procedure in the appro-
priations process. An individual authorization request,* and an
individual appropriations bill have been submitted for fiscal year 1963,
to provide $1,318,000,000 in Military Construction for projects ranging
all the way from sewage disposal plants to missile silos, in locations
all over the world. Hearings separate from those heia before the House
. Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, Military
Construction Authorization , Fi scal Year , 1^63 , Hearings be
~,i tc,;'c , '87"tr7 Congress , 2c"session, pursuant to H. R. 10
fore the
2 and :.
11131, Karen 5-April 9, 1962 (Vashington: Government Printing Office,
2). S reSs, Senate, Committee on Armed services,
Military Construct ion Authorization
, Fiscal Year 1963 , Hearings before
the Military Constructio& Subcommittee , B7th Congress, 2d Session, on







juboc*u*»itU;fc on i ( r nnrtntrif oi Defense Appropriations hove been held
a distinct Jubco*. instruction ol the Committee
^fetlgpropriatign.i." Construction is similarly civorced from other
ense appropriations in the Senate. A:; might be expected, consider?
.iticai inter* j & in construction expenditures is evident withi'
Congress*
The greatest .nare of Construction funds is obligate.'' by the Air
Me $61 —and the bulk of this is for ballistic missile
facilities. Approximately two-thirds of all funds obi? to Military
ion contributs primarily to Military power, in terns of ail
sites, warship facilities, weapons support, and the like. It is not
alt. -curate to consider such sxpenditures U "liiitary,
land purchased for aiiitary construction is not lont to the
,
ana couiu revert to civilian use in the event oi disarmament.
However, its us Am civiLian sector is obviously restricted if it is
occupies by a aissile silo or taryet range, hence Tor purpose of analy-
sis oust be considered a military expenditure. Similarly, many of the
builaings constructed for military purposes could be put to civil use In
the event of disarmament, but only as a makeshift.
There ar^ a number of items provided ua itary Construction
WhIch arc obviously of primary social values such projects as hospitals
louse, Committee on Appropriations, ..ixitary
itruction Appropriations for 1963 , Hearings before the Subeo" :*
on Military Construction, crtlTcongr-ss, >3ion, printed in two
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ana schools, other items iuii ed serve a dual purpose, benefiting both
the status of U. S. military power, iooi#4 welfare of the local
community 5 such projects as roads and airports, which are used by both
civilians and the military, Perhaps the most clear-cut example of this
AMI i i the product of Rational Guard ano Reserve construction!
"•
. . the Quara armory is often a town's ;uost impress ive sdi/tctj and a
social mecca of food sales, hi^h school graduations, civi ings
basketball {pats***
In the detailed justification. instruction funds requested of
Con:,
-y the armed services, major individual building projects are
separately identified, by function,
j
raphlcal location.
Congress also requires that the separate portion of the total cost of
each major project which is devoted to architecture, engineering, and
>ign be isolated and identified. These total planning costs coaiprise
a separat jtt category. In addition, a catch-all allotment for each
of the armed forces entit inor Construction* is inclu
... to provide for construction of new facilities, alteration
of ano aoditions to existing facilities, and conversion of
•Hitting facilities which are not ^pe:if ically authorized by law
or included in pending authorisation legislation, which are
.termined to be urgently required, and which do not exceed
$20; in cost for a single project.^
All three of these categorie3-*major construction,
13 true tion—have been analyst in a»;cail as pi
>The Home-Town Troops," Time , Vol. UUX, No. 2 (July 13, 1962),
P. i-.
construction Hear ings , Part 2: :i bepa; i Air Forcej





for each of the ai >rces, their Reserve and National Guars- compo-
nents, an epartaen&~via< gencies* to determine
military Mill value. ^ Contributions to social overhead fun I
uncc itary Construction have been isolated in the same major ml
gor for the discussion of iiilitary Personnel costs in Chap
II, consisting of the i'oi lowing:




WELFARE CONSTRUCTION CIVIC CONSTRUCT!
Living Quart Utilit
Messhalls
reation Facilities .unicipal Airports
Chapels >tures ana jhops
Schoo Natl Ouara and Resv.rv
It seefos apparent that buildings ane facilities servin xirposes
listed in these four categories comprise construction which it wool
•cessary or desirable for the U. I« economy to provicit in one for«i or
anottv HMMAt notwithstanding. Proposea construction projects of
these types for each of Uie armed forces and the Department of Defense
agencies have been extracted from the hearing on Military Construction
and listed in Appendix D. Table XVI is a summary of the data listed in
Appendix D, indicating the sums to be obligated to Nodical j Weifar,
Civic, and Technical construction by each of the armed services, with
^Since fiscal year 1963 needs for RilMW Construction by defini-
tion cannot be foreseen at this time, it has been necessary for purpo ,
of an "nor Construction costs on the basis of data from
previous years provided in .ssional hearings.





a total cost to the Departraent of Defense for fiscal year IS'63 of















$ lo,J7o $ Ui»J1 ZJ,9&
39, 63, 29,o71
39,083 22,816 u 1,106
,277 12?,: 179,672






**.- appendix D for lists of J -ejects by ssrv!
source data} all figures art co^roiied from wonstruetion .'barings.




Li itary Construction, thi military Assistance program is
not Included in the authorization and appropriation process for the ixilk
of Depar:. .it ions. Authorization for riiiitary
Assistance is obtained as a cowpon*;nt of the total U. S. foreign aia
program, and the appropriation request for Nev ational Authority
totaling > apart from the t^.^i\ m the
Defense budget by the Congress.
t of the funds allotttU by the United states to the military
Mi » of some sixty-nine other notions are consumed in the procure-
ment of weapons an uilitary equipments, an J the training for th
operations and Maintenance. However, in view of the underdeveio*
nature of u*any of the countries receivin I. aliitar
Assistance also provides significant social services in the forei of
equipment and training for gtaerfcl administration} in the construction
oi roads, docks, bridges, ami sanitation facilities} and in the instal-
lation ane operation of communications equipment. While military I
%or discussion of the current authorization bill., see Richard L.
Lyons, "$ii.6 billion Aid Bill Passed uy ^nate," The Washington Post
,
June 8, lyo2. Th* timing of Congressional hearings on appropriations
has been such that the recoru of hearings itary Assistance for
fiscal ye8r 1963 was not released in time to provide the reference for
this analysis. However, the unclL-ssifieJ version of th ->ta
presented in justification of Military Assistance appropriations was
printed la pamphlet forma U. S. Department of Defense, International
urity Afft ivision of Military Assistance, Office of the
Com; : icary Assistance Facts, 1 .arch 1962. In addition,
of*"" . Government , 1963—*Append 1x includes coital







is obviously aii&ea primarily at prov. iaLle adjuncts to j. .
military power, this can only be accomplished in so»ue areas by raising
the entire I if national viability, anu even in more advanced areas
often requires an across-tht iuproveaent of expertise i; . *in
basic ficlcs such as public a ministration, sanitation, transportation,
or coaounications. In those politically unstable nations in whi
armed forces constitute the center of power and stability, 'training W
experience in modern military operations, cons -ruction, and administra-
tion, vhili acmittediy an imperfect alternative, is one of the i'uw
avenues available for the development of political sophistication.
Mature of military -
Reserv m account for than half oi iiltary Assist-
ance funds, i-iost of the militi. tipMafc anc supplies which the United
States provides to its fi i obta;
.
placing orders wi
the U. I« military services, i.iiitary Assistance funds are reserved
when the orders are placed, and the ruiiitary services art paid when the
items 11 . ivered. Funos arc abligaWJ in the following cat .3t*
Reservai. Oti ttions
1. Aircraft 9. offshore Pre ent
2. Ships 10, Ripply Operations
3. Tank3, U . MpSJto 11. Training
Aueotnitj.
. Administration
. ifcauquarters & \yencies
Lectron lip&ent . For, . .ruction
military Public Works i-j. Research & ikveiopiutnt
o. other l . u* -tivitx.







Funds obligated oo the purchase of items in tne first ttm taasgoriee
are entirely military in nature, as indicated by the category titles.
Other categories which are largely or entirely military in nature in-
clude* Off-shore procurement, the purchase of military supplies ov,
i to help allied countries establish a defense production basej
Supply operations, the annual cost of packing, handling, storing, n
transporting Hiiitary Assistance Materiel; Contributions to Interna-
tional military Headquarters and Agencies, the assessments levied a
the Unite in accordance with cost- sharing agreements for thx?
administrative support of t: itary headquarters and agencies, in-
cluding the Standing Group of tint Worth i tlantic Treaty Organisation,
cheast Asi3 Treaty Organization, anu the Central Treaty jr^aniaationj
DsvelepSMM&j limited in this case to work on
weapons systems of common interest undertaken by allies in certain
la which their facilities show prouise of prompt success} and
Other Activities, inducing U. S. supper expanding programs of
coordinated weapons prouuetion in Europe and integrated MA .curement
of spare parts.
itribuoions to social overhand appear in the remain!
categories, as indicated by descriptions in the Budget Appendix:
6. electronic equipment .— The iyoj program continues the
..>£ military communications systems In
velopea countries.
?• Military public wor< ccriel and equipment directly
"United states for .iiitary assistan
tie* Bars procured tiiroujh the military service supply systeu
Other U. ^>. costj for thij construction are not initially by the
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/ariety of special purpose equipment, petroleua,
aedlcal, .ion of us*
equip±aent not covered above are provided through orders placed v.
the U. . ...vices.
!Mn^:.--Inertait :i training prograa3 in free-vrorld
countr -quire a to insure c ie new
ana equipment supplied through trie military assistance progras,
ch basic reate
>le attitudes toward tin ~iua its po licit .
12. Adainlstratlo , Lnistrai » of the
incurred i?y L. >. military assistance advisory e. ehv. u
overseas, and the departments
&- ributioru to <Miistfction of facilities in othwt
countries .-- included are (a) coos true t
.
I i tary an tojj i 3-
tical faclli icer the jointly fina . TO infrastructure
prograa, ana (o) contract costs, ar^ ices
and related overhead iteas for aiiltary assistance construction. °
One significant public vori;3 project is fundec not under construction,
but appears as pare of the cost of sup?. rational headquarters
and agen,:t«t| Lhe Central dcropc Operating Agency (C2QA) handles the
9
ntral i-Xtrope Pipeline ^y:
i£^ £* the ovcrftcent , 1 ppencix , pp. <?6.
Italics II inai.
'
Httlitary insistence £acts, p. jui ipelinc
^rsteia is an in an of pip
Belgiu:, Netherlands, France ai - Canada, U
rs of m : in conjunction vith the five host countri :h_
lystua is beitv. conatensted with NATO Infrastruct ids. .
user countries a.r^ responsible financially iically for I













-her •••-A variety of special purpose equipment:
medical, and lir and rehab ill
equipment not covered above are provided through orders placed with
the U. vice3.
11. Training *--Increased trainin rams in free-world
countries are required to in3u ive us aew weapons
equipuuint supplied through the military mssisUNMi program,
teach bas .at ions, ate
favorable attitude a toward the Unit* its pel
L
12. Administration.— ;» nistrative expenses of the pregrtua
incurred by U. >. military assistant .roups, tht unif"
commands overseas, and the departments are included*
lii. Contributions to construct ion of facil ities in othwi
countries .—Included arc (a) con iitary
ticol facilities under the jointly i\ - HATD infrastructure
program, ana (o) contract costs, art .serins services
and related overhead items I'oi ary assistance construction.®
One significant public works project is funded not under construction,
t of support inn international JMMpniers
an. Central £urope Operating Agency (CiiOA) handles the
9integrated Central Europe Pipeline ly
o
- £f the U. S« Gpyerftaent , 196>»Apm pp. 325-326.
XtalLci lii wm arigiM .
Uitary Assistance Facts, p. JLi uTm Central jui ipeline
f^ystem is an lot in five countr: my,
Belgium, Netherlands, France and Umjemton ar«
the s> lion with the five host countr
I
system is bei wifcj strucU,
user countries are responsible financially an lically for it3
•ptration an -enance, and tix.
»ent,
. funding for





The social value of projects which can be readily prov' by
xitary Assistance construction funds was recognizee, by Representatli
Fioou Qi the House Appropriations Committee, and su ry
jfrMaflnra in the course of his testimony before the apartment of Defense
Aapropr iat ions >ub z o;i»l tt
>Mr. FLOOD. ... 1 .?pent . in Honduras, oui.,
Nicaragua, and Costa Rice. I spent nearly all my ti^ic then: with
our military people. One crying need down tnere, which oux pM
think they should have, are! most of their best think they
3hould have, is the establishment ... of so at
encin-er units thet can be utilised for public works p is—
ftway construction and similar things. Ibis is a crying need
an<: a vital need and a most desir
I would take for 93 Jnted, if it were true of the Central
American countries, it would be equally, if not more so,
certain others. I would hope that insofar as the niiitary e
program is concerned, great attention be iven to the jpment
and iner of t.hi3 kind of operation. Its horizons a
unliiuite .
Althou retary McHamara , s response was rather nonet t tiie
time (the exchange took place February 1, J substfitut news story
indicates that the Department of Defense bus tnbarftjsd on a major public
works assistance program in un reloped frieh it .s, ua
the title of "Civic Action." The news release states that .. su of
U. S. Army experts and a $1.5 million aid :;rant will help the Ecuador
Army and 10,000 civilian volunteer workers build roa:3, schools,
irrigation c other public works. ..." It goes on to ooWj
"The Pentagon . . . contends that in many countries the Ar»y is - ily
organisation capable of handling many local public works, comauni cat ions,
^^House Appropriations Hearings




transport and agriculture and school iaiprovuaient pro j and
concludes! -Under the aaster plan, U. s. Array survey teaas are sent in
to determine what projects the host anay could hat Lp than
carry out U . - A
, itary Aaaiscance Juantary
The philosophy of forei^ aid can be ai St length, and |
annua .1 ional debate. WhiJ :h of the rationale is
Sea national security, it seems just M taut for the -welfare
of the " tates to develop friendly icarkets of 3Up
;
for raw materials in politically «: table nations abroad- -tc say no
of the philanthropic responsibility, real or Imagined, of the ri
nation in the vorio. it setws quite Likely l tlitary as
such woul. rgely obviat .araaaent, any of th
ance functions presently proviv lorship of the Depart-
aaent of Deft.; apnea ^nomy.
Facets of the Military Assistance program o:
are suaaiariiv, ftp cost in Cavil .WXJ . at of th
Authority of ust slightly more than
is devoted to social overhead.
.John G. Korris, •'Pentagon » Civic Action'
to
Start in tcue .lews iUa in The
_»_
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Two major activities which formally bear the title of "Civil" I
CttVerthtl . spans ibili ties 02" the Depart : mm is the
Civil ;roeraia, and the other is a roup . ilaneous
activi hieh are under ths partaent
of I ~ ivil."
Civil Defense
Included in the Department os ose budget is an appropriate
request for $695,000,000 to finance the program of .ivil defense which
has lately become a Defense responsibility. The bulk of the fnnds is
requested for incentives to non-profit institutions—school:;, hospitals,
and welfare institutions— to encourage and assist in the bui of
facilities which could serve as fallout pro a in the o/ent of a
nuclear attack. The total program consist:? of the following;
iter incenti'




Uaer; ency operations 33>m35,OJC
Financial assistance to states
. .anncexotrnt
Public ooinion concernin the need for ..allvut 1 as
apparent
.
uff icient !/ for th is to i -tlon
of tiie Civil i sheltex incentives -he
i-ernment,
. pp. 291
Fo; -ateoent on Civil Lfcfense, see House Appro-
pristlo wring s. Part 2, -y?>. V:^V?. "" ""* """
j BJ HU •* '"•'* | W»ijO »i .-• ' - vie





aaount oi The Uout« itUe has
sctk ings oil Lhat porti.
questions -is press conference on July 5, 1?62, concerning this It
of action on civil toe President ia,i-.u^ that nisfcra-
ticn NM not lost \ I in the proposal; fcwwever, no further B I
on that portion of the appropriation -:n fort
for Civi rise are ei .. military in nntur-..
.
ithout the threat of nuclear war, t wh th*
Defense, h*.r. isaraaaent woula obviate its cost. On* adnor aspect of
the prograa of continuiny social value, hfMW warnIn
~ction n "Funo arc rcqu
installation of tnis lysteia, utilisi; vork of coav^i
ial power lints, fhe system will provide a acans for natural
warning as well as warning of eneay a "
wmm
. wmfc we—»Civil
The civil funetioas of the Department of Defei.
separately in t jause of tteir uni
acre than a billion collars in Jfcfcns.' fundsi $1,C
consist of the foilowingt 1^
--Oivil lf02i,
tfej rs* Hosk (trust fund)
The Panaris Canal
Wil 111 vat ion, etc.
get of the U. S. Governaent , ie-63—Appendix
, p.







The aajor single activity carried out under this appropriation la the
program of construction and flood control carried out by the Array Corps
n;;int;c
The 1963 program provides for a continued high level of paa jaw
tion planni: a now underway al
xiach erosion control aroiects, 96 fi
The entire appropriation for Department of DefensomAfttll id an
obligation to social cnmrkH . ven though the activities are presently
car it by the Arwy, ill are requlrcaents which wouj.
una d by disarmament
.
bk.j p. 176. The tfudgct Appenaix notes ate iatfiviouai co






The budget of the Department of Defense for fiscal year 1963 has
been analyzed in octail in an effort to determine its proper role In
econoii i icerat ions of uiaarmament. Defense costs have been divided
between the requirements of two arbitraril ined and mutually «xcl»
siv^. categories! (1) .iiitary power* aao (2) social overhead. Military
power has been eftftamflfl of Defense goads an : services
which wou. 3i)vi . total uisarmaaentj social overhead consists
of those goods and services presently provioec by the Department of
K which woulu continue quirca under conditions of total
disarmament.
Isl ill is a statistical summary of the costs of all mili-
tary ana social services to trformsd by the Department of (defense in
fiscal year 1963, by functional category within the budget. In general,
the analysis i; ,j that the cost of uiilitary power consists largely
of the price of goods, custciariiy referred to in the Defense Department
parlance as ,! hardware 11 j the ships, aircraft, tanks, guns, projectiles,
missiles, anu incredibly expensive weapons systems of aodern warfare.
It of the military expenses appear under the category ol Procurement
,
under military Construction in the price of buildings and facilities,





the other tend, the cost of social overhead consists largely
of the price of services, which have been categorized for purposes
the analysis as ftedical Services, Haifa- vices, Civic services, and
onical -icrvices. These consist of such routine requirements as
fee clothing, an housing military personnel} medical ana dental
care$ and such civic requirements as law enforcement, firefighting,
3torekeeping, transportation, and utilities. Other personnel benefits
inc- ation and training, religious facilities, recreational
facilities, miu a host of miscellaneous welfare activities. In addition,
it services to the nation and to the world are proviueo in
ific endeavors. The bulk of social overhead expenses appears as
compensation of Military Personnel, plus significant costs for technical
services in Research and Development and for other services in Operation
tad maintenance.
The subject of arms control and oisarmameat is exceedingly c:
Piex, both nationally and internationally. It is also extremely
important for the welfare of aanHinu. Every asp - ocial, political,
and econowi .— of a problem of this importance and magnitude in the
international ailieu is worthy of the Keenest scrutiny, but ueaninyful
conclusions can only be drawn on the basis of accurate information,
probltta of achieving disarmament is difficult enough without the ao
obfuscation of veil- intended but uisleadin rallaatlons. lather
than the total f i ure of fifty- two billion dollars (or "ten percent of
the gross national product') commonly cited, the actual cost to the





taq ^x/ "< 4 4.
96
TABLE mil
COMPARABLE COSTS TO THE U. S, ECOWO;»\ XlThtft POWER
ISO SOCIAL OVERHcAD PROVIDED ET THE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Functional Category Total Du oeial Overheau military Po .
Military Personnel $13,230,200,000 $10,2^,57^bWv $ 2,971/32
Operation & Maintenance 11,608,800,? 795,621," 6,f
Procurement 16,liU5,0O0,:- 2,l7i>,2f
Research & Development 6, 81*3,000,
~
6,8h3,OC
tary Construction 1, :,355,- 882,6J4$,
military Assist- l,j #)L,2£8,c
Civil Def. 69: 16,16 6UB,0t
D0D--Civil 1,065,862,000 1,065,662,:
Tota, 1,705,862,
Tots .rhead >, 121, 102,





can be computed at about twenty-eight billion oiiars. At first consi
eration, this appears to be the sum which the U. . onomy would be at
to salvage for application to MN iiumane uses if disarmament should
relieve the acoilpayaf the requirement for military preparedness. However,
in considering the social services which the economy would have to con-
tinue to provide, a civilian co tor Indicating the increased cost of
l and services on the civilian market must be applie
in a difference of some two billion uollars with which the Department of
Defense partially compensates for the cost of military power by savings
in providing necessary social overhead for the econoiay. When the costs
of social services with the civilian cost factor applied are totaled, the
resulting sua is aore than twenty-six billion dollars , i -o half of
the total Department of Defense budget for fiscal year 19;
This, then, is the approximate figure with which to deal in
considering the economic implications of disarmament with respect to the
Department of Defense. Twenty-six billion dollars is a significant
portion of the gross national product. Aionj with the problem of ab-
sorbing military personnel into the civilian work force without undue
dislocation, the effects of disarmament on U. : . in ustry and the econo-
mies of other nations, and the problems of shifting all or part oi
to the private sector of the economy, absorbing the
cost of military power represents a significant probiua in considering
the possible roads to diaarmament and permanent peace. In devising
workable schemes, however, the sua to consider with respect to the
partaent of Defense is not the total buuget, but for fiscal year
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AIRMAN CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE, U.S. AIR FORCE
















.i in Arii* orvices
,: Officers
*:,,:/ iikVY- • .v 6 ^ ;
9,0E1
1|6,1 29,'« 2k,
3,< iv 399 5,














ll6,C 7U,G59 16,255 120






lData from U.S. Department of the Ar&y, Office oi ehe Deputy
Chief oi' staii foi inel, ..-nyth of the Ararjf (U), DC.jPER-Lo
on, 31 March 1962), pp. 17-16. (bocusient l ; lata
extracted Is unclassified.) For detailed analysis of Artsy cla^sific
tions, see Tab i.
2Data fro^ u. . .-. art nt oi the Navy, Chief of Naval Person
Navy anu Marine Corps Kilitary Per sonnel statistics , NAVPfi
Washington 3i~rtarch 1902), passim. _nt is class if i. |
riationj i-fcarin4^>tracteu is unclassif leu.) Ai30 iroa House
Part 1, p. 136. For detailed analysi avy classifications, :see
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-'Data from U. i. DeparUient of the flaty, Headquarters U. .
Corps, Gfi on Active Duty b% JJgS, Report No. 1060* Tab Aj a;
Enlistee Personnel on Active Duty by_ MG3, Report No. 116U, Tal
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tioller of the Air Force, from ciaaeifled moments. Statistics ex-
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Manual ffice Repairman Dial Office Repai:i 1 Ml
ctrical equipment Maintenan 5,561 C
Prosthetic Appliances 1,167
Orthopedi ' list Dent8l Lab list
Optical Lat slist
Quartcrfta- ipment Hi .21




Pipeline >t Terrain Analyst
5,1
Plumber Heat 8, Ventlliati;
Utilities For, .an at ion :lalist


















































































special Services li9 V
Recreation ipeciall sonnel Psychclo^
Aniiaal Cn:
Do. Mr Veterinary specialist
jfegfey au. .1% v*Ovi*s (interpolate <*,310 :: sc
Processing
Trainee *AC Trai;
Un roce3S of Separation ^77
rvices; W: Welfare; Ci Civic; T: Fechnj
xeiiafioous.

APPENDIX B, TAB 2















































































Listed specialists i.aber Category
* "
oital Corps ^.n, Rated
en 11,!
'
Dental Tc;hni:ians, Kated 1,962 1
Dentalmen 1,271 1













Construction ( ted C
-iters 1,1
Cons truet ioniaen 2,766
Utiiiti taction ian









Patient °ri<?oners (interpolattc") 8,865
Seir e^* 12]
smeti* ;78
A i mien* bS,Q97
;
o7*Tx uo.5# 8)j,269 Misc
2lo,kS5
ivy's
--ices an., orainces are not (pacifically
designateo as "str; in the field in wnich they
-<r in-
steaa I neral titi^ "uimm, 1 r "airaan,"
i branch of the navy they er d. In order to Attentive a
reasonable approximation oi tht nuaber involved in al ovet
~1 nuiaber has b< tltlpllcd by c i rate, involv.
in sociai gad. counts ioi tte zt> iy lar„y auiaber
naval eniisteu personnel listed as "nisct-llaneous" and the %m

















































































































































































DOD DEPAR E ACTIVIT.
REQUIRED BY SOCIAL OVERHEAD
Activity Amount Oat
. and Oil Shale Reserv* c
Propos. Die* Legislation 915* 1
¥Overseas D 91i
Information & Education service , i I
Court of j'lilic als . 8J1 C
Claims 19,000,000
Contingencies i5,oco,oc C
Office of Asst SecDef (manpower) i,i, M
Office of Director of Dei & E j5,ooo 511 T
Defense supply A ency 177,700,0 7*J
Non-profit Contracts, DASA 6,115, 732 H
Support Activities H
Int^Departmental Activities:
Women in the SerV it ion
Special Activities ProgfW 17.
.
W
electronics Resources Program 3)>i. C
Coordination of Antarctic Program 116, OC T
Management Information Studies 25 .. 6
InterDepartmental Activities
Committee on Equai . ;yment 175, - U




Committee on nutrition 90,.
Assistance to Dist
Reserves j.oi Hev Projects ii- . 696 c
Nat: r ion of Rifle Practi, \
Employees' Compensation Func ?96,3C H
Nation: .no^raphic Program 57 i . T
House Appropriations Hearings, Part
ppropi i at i ons Hear i ngs, Part I,













MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS REQUIRED BY SOCIAL OVERHEAD
NAVY (INCLUDING MARINE CORPS)
Page* Project Cost (in Thousancs) Cate-
Design - Project gory*
35 Bachelor Officers 1 Quarters (tfGQ) , 1
Boston i.2 8c If
Water Facilities, NSY Broaertoa C

















Utilities, MSY Norfolk 107.6 1,* w
36 BOQ with Portsmouth MSY 21. 526 ;.;
Radiological Labj Neutron Radiation
Facility 183.7 2,53^ T
Extension of Spoil Area, Charleston NSY 1 . U25 C
92 Admin Bldg & narracks, NavSta Charleston 13,5
-racks 9.U
BOQ with Me** 71,.








101 Messhall, NavSta Key West 32.5 563 II








113 Technical Training Bldg, NA3 nemphis 1,975 M
115 Chapel, liAA > Leridea, '.ass. 16.. Hi



















rlcal Distribution Astern, $
HAS Key West llv.P 2,516
v
















175 Facility, NCAAS Yua»a 12.1
23. y
; », BlavAioDepot , Concordt 3aiif. 13*o U
racks, Propel iant Plant 199 w
169 utatiop. & Analysis 74. r
barracks & Root* MADC, Jonnsville 21.. H
^rations, Air lufcorlol Center, Phi la. 37- -
..y Facility, Pt ,.





206 Acquisition of land, M > Guaa L. w
Aerolo to icai . HavSta, Ardent ia I 71 T







JAF, Iwakunl .6 I.





226 sanitation Foci lit! anava 11.6 lUi
Rec. " i & ml. Pool, NAF









252 Trai -« l ?6 '°
nation
Llitiea
tch end Fill ution
lo haintenanc* Shops











Inoi new Construction (axtx



















































JL3 - c* Trai iciiities
jufia Train in,
. Inor construction











Uib Caapel, Carlisle Barrs



















U22 BOQ Ft 1.7
atal Clinic




01 Sarracxs ...cdical 25.0
EM Service C ti."3
Sevaoe Treatment Plant 26.0







Elfcc Di3t, I * a Parking
;torn Drain: eiiities
i & acadeai jg .2 1,




Barracks, Ft el Ian












U5i HiD His3ile Inst Lab, Ft bliss











































L8l 3t cxchanccc & Cafeteria, Ft Irwin
c-Uc Dist twines
Mfc Fire station, Ft Levis
oory & *ess, Monte
i





... Uist, Amy Cbe* Cent,
L'A- A , uu^way Prov Li
it >ys
MCu Op*.n Hess
5^1 engineer >ehooj., Ft Utivoir
SQli HWMiSjnmii ur Lai-:
Hue lea 1 Laa, White SSfids
Ar*y Health Fac
i?li Fin» Stat i an, fi
Heating Plant
Huqtrs & >ter«rooa





























523 Couuaanc Concrol Info Center R&D,
Ft Huachuca
525 BOQ, Ft Monaouth
R&U Lab
527 aarracks & ness, West Coast
529 £M Barracks Wit* giMint Genl Hosp
532 Brooks Army Ht 1 tmw
53ii Fitzsiiuoris Qenl Hosp
536 Dental Clinic, Ft Eustis
BOQ
Shop & Classrooms, School
539 USMA, West Point
5Ui HI Barracks, critrea
Water Supply 3yst
Central Power Plane
550 BOQ, USASA Loc 12, Japan
552 M Barracks, Engi:
t>i barracK3, Loc 276
Sevage Treatment, BJancy Depot




59j fcjarracks, European Tropospheric
Scatter Sys
598 Disp & Barracks, Ft Allen
602 flOQs anu Barracks, AX
Latrine Fac3





























































. . ? irter Is.
1*5 Auto haint hop. Bear Creek
U9 Recreation I w Lisburoe l'
51 Recreation hiuy, Cape kosanzof Af
59 Recreation Biay, Tin City h.
61 if icers, Ellison a,
Roads housing area, ||
i4edical Facility, Kichards (.jebaui A.
75 l*"V addition, .Ailuth Man Airport
Fieia Training Facility
loareho supplies & £quipt
Dispensary & Dental Clinic
Lan< for Runway extension
79 Training Facility, Grand Fc.
ng Aaint inop
Warehouse, £>ase ^up I Cquipt
Hot Water Plains
Fi> ::wy ;~r .
Dormitory, A i risen
Coffuiissary Store
Trainln:. Fac, Kiacneltt



































































93 Auto toaint Step, Hinot
Colo Storage




Lk Distribution Line, Off housl
water >torag<
Water Puiap ;tation
Runway extension, Paine Fie i
Auto ftaint Shop
Land for tetany Extension
107 Dispensary, Suffolk Co AFB
Composite heuicai F^c, Hill I
Logistical I ;>ot
Chape I





127 Logistical Fac air concitioniny,
:Ans AFB . 71







137 'J.. Gee tyaeaics & Propulsion, Ann
Inaerifig Development Center
K&D Facs, Cape Canaveral
111 Aissile Qoaa, Coolidge ATO
Missile Instrumentation, nelbourne
Telemetry 5ta 5fc. T
1L5 Missile Instrumentation & Coa
Wideawake Fi< M . 3,1 T



















lii9 n & physioloyieai research,
Edwards AFB
151 nto Pea
Auto x-Iaint Shop, £91 in Af
Spec Research Structures
155 Bioastronautics research, Holioman AFB
Open „C0
157 ipport, Hanscoa Fit
163 Patrick AFB
Jicai Facility
Actmin missile research engineering
Dormitory, airaien
..c Dist L'
Sewage Treatment & Disposal
17^' Chapel, Carsv/uii
Service Club
177 s Bug Fee, Clinton- Sherman AFB
Fire Station, Bllsvorth AFB
19o Air Co: aing, Hciqtrs, mcConnell AFB
202 Fire Station, .^chilling AFB
206 ttal Clinic, Westover AFB
207 Service Club, Bergst-rooi AFB
Recreation Gym
210 Aed Fac, Blytheville AFB
212 tory, Airmen, Columbus AFti
213 Auco waint Shop, Dyess AFB
217 Training Facs, Glasgow AFB
Open Mess, Off
218 ^ied Fac, Karch k-.




























































Civ .pport, Wurtsi&ith AFB
?e Cha;
li la; Hall, airmen, Aaiarillo AFB
Officers quart.




2u9 Dormitory, a i mien, Conns lly AFa
wist L"
252 ininy Shop, Keesler AJ
Lnlng Hali ten
;, NCO
25^ Off Training School, LacKlar.




Sevaga Treatment & Disposal
263 hnical Training Fac, Sheppa:
Technical Training Fac, Bonification
Officers Quarters
261i Air University Coaaaad, Gunttr &
270 Hdqc on, iviD, Andrews AFB
277 Ifttd Fac, Travis AFB
267 rted Fac, Lang ley AFB
291 Warehouse, Mel lis AFB
Fac
We:. ill
lot Shop, Pope AFb
ff Quarters
J02 Dormitory, airmen, cwart AFB b.w W
30JU Stora Drainage, Capehart Housing,
Seya Johnson AF fc.l



























60. j 799 1
75.6 6i>9
206. 3,J7c ;•;

































309 nt & Disposal, Ft Fisher
AFSta




316 Open Mess, SCO, Sundaaec AFSta
318 Auto Storage P*c, Topshaai AFSta
, Cape Parry '^a
327 Dormitory, airacn, Cartwright Aj
Nultipurj* ^t ion Fac
32V ^rmitory.T airmen, Hall Beach DEW Sta
331 Dormitory, airmen, Hopedale
Hultlpurpf it ion Fac
Lviii« a; .5 225
}^$ Launch ryeleaning Fac, toadrestrafa
Airbc
itary Li i 'iition
Water *<r ; it ion
337 Itipurpose Recreation, ItAnthony :
3li7 Hot water anains, Laon
358 oly Mai nt Fac, Ankara
Po" aanga & Coi^issary
Utilities
36l Air 7 H ry, Bentwaters RAF ita
it & Disposal plant
Water Storage
Road
366 ^ivy, airmen, RftF Lakenheath
380 Officers quarters, Clark AFB
ctric Po*
El<?c P- wer

























J :ufi ii«H tn»
•
W HV I" "•'
128
391 Dormitory, airmen, riisawa AB









397 vice Clufc , Naha AB 6.0 307 w





















U09 creation, multipurpose, Tainan A i 9.h 165 |










U Men-Missile Access Roads (Minuteeaai
,500,000) 6,822 C
UlOi Land acquisition (interpolat.
1/3 x 300,000) c
HI Space Technology Facs and Launching oys







U91 Dorm, Airmen, Andrews AFB
L92 Doriii, Airmen, Bates Fielu
h9h Warttvoust;, supplies & Lquipt,
O'Hsre Intl Airport
L96 tfereheute, supplies & Equipt, Richards-
Gebaur AJ
Tech Training
















h Trainir., , Hansctw Pi W
tioust, jup & i^quip C
-
. . J
SIX Warehouse, MS Willow Gr
Doi 77 W
A1K NATIONAL GUARD
525 urway ext, Alpena Co. AP
£26 Runway ext, ::pnnclly Fid
531 Rummy ext, Gulfport MAP
. Lake City tiAP
53l
5L7 <-anway v. *p
527 Apron, AP
Apron, r Peoria AP
533 Apron, 3*11 L Ity MAP
Apron, Travis FU
Sbl Apron., 1 AP
539 ItarsbOtise, up & equip, Anchorage L-
5U5 Auto ttaint SfaOp f Little Rock AFB
552 Miner iction (extracted)















613 Loran Stations, Defer
621 Ani.ua 1 Clinical Research Facilty and




Ai->" arracks and BOQ
NCO Of 33
rracka










Part 1: ,; Department of the Ariuy; Depart-
it of the Navy."
Lcftlj W: Welfare; C: Civic; T: Technical.
instruction tarings
,
Part 2: "Department of the Air Force;
Defense AgencTe^; Loran Stations, Defens
A 98i
V




If

